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Dedication of the
2009 Alexandria Town Report

George Whittaker

We are pleased to dedicate the 2009 Alexandria Town Report to George Whittaker.

Before moving to Alexandria in 1969, George Whittaker grew up in Ridgefield Park, New Jersey, where he
was a Volunteer Firefighter. He worked in civil service and carpentry and repair. George has two siblings; a
sister, Thelma, who lives in Florida and a brother, Thomas, who resides in New Jersey.

In the mid-60’s, George and his wife, Judy, bought property in Danbury, which they visited during vacation
time. They bought the home on Plummer Hill in 1969 and relocated from New Jersey.
George initially worked for Mason Westfall and Bernie Huntoon. George also spent ten years working as a
Sergeant for Newfound Security. He and Judy started their furniture restoration business in the early 70's.
They grew huge gardens and raised their own animals. In his spare time, George enjoys collecting HO
gauge trains.

George became Health Officer for the town in the mid-80’s; a job that he holds to this day. He was Emergency
Management Director for many years, creating the first Emergency Management Plan, which was only
recently updated. In the late 80's, George began working for FEMA, traveling throughout the country
aiding victims of disaster. There are many of you who come to vote who were not even born when George
became a Supervisor of the Checklist, another position he still holds. George continues to be a member of
the Alexandria Volunteer Fire Department. During Bob Ramsey’s tenure as road agent, George worked for
him plowing roads during the winter.

Through his efforts, a great deal of money has come to the town for equipment, flood repairs galore and
hazard mitigation projects.
There may be some items we have missed; it is very difficult to get information from him without revealing
the purpose. Let’s hope this is a surprise!
George, we thank you for your devotion to your community!

Job Well Done!!!!

Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2022 with funding from
University of New Hampshire Library

https://archive.org/details/annualreportalexO0alex
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ALEXANDRIA TOWN OFFICIALS
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2009
Position
Moderator
Board of Selectmen

Individual Names
Dennis Ford

Tom McGowan, Larry Stickney, Donald Sharp

Highway Road Agent

Jeffrey Cantara

Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector

Barbara Emery
Robin Gagnon

Chief of Police

Donald Sullivan

Town Treasurer

Melanie Markiewicz

Town Administrator

Christie Phelps

Trustees of Trust Funds

Sue Cheney, Doug Benton, Carleen Stickney

Supervisors of Checklist

George Whittaker, Sue Cheney, Loretta Brouillard

Health Officer
Emergency Management
Planning Board

Advisory Budget Committee

George Whittaker

Donald Sullivan, Chief of Police
Margaret LaBerge, Chair, Merry Ruggirello
Daniel McLaughlin, Bonnie O'Brien Poire,
Chester Caron, Tom McGowan, ex-officio
Harold Reilly, Ginny Duggan, Lucy Ford
Frederick Platts, Harold Platts, Chester Caron

Conservation Commission

Donald Gagnon, Chair, Janet Towse
Kate Barrett, Bonnie O'Brien Poire
Bob Piehler, Sue Hunt, Steve Whitman

Recycling Committee

Forest Fire Warden
School Board Member

School Budget Committee Member

Bonnie O'Brien Poire, George Whittaker,
Judy Kraemer, Merry Ruggirello, Steve Whitman
Sue Cheney, Todd Smith
Arthur Barron
Suzanne Cheney
Harold "Skip" Reilly
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Alexandria Selectmen’s Report

for year ending December 31, 2009
The town persevered through the “Great Recession” of 2009 thanks to the efforts of all departments and came
in on budget. The winter gave us a bit ofa break financially as it returned to a more normal pattern.
The tone was set at the town meeting last year as the people held to approving only one warrant article. That
project was the Washburn Road upgrade. The townspeople voted in favor of using FEMA funds to correct the
water problems and narrow conditions that have plagued the road crews for years and made travel for residents
a challenge. After a slow start, due to red tape, the contractors got under way in the summer. More work is
to be done next year. We ask for everybody's patience during the construction.

The new plow truck has worked out well for the road crew and should provide years of service.
The tax department made great strides in collecting back taxes, and a special thanks goes out to Barbara and
Robin for all the leg work on this project.
The police chief, Donald Sullivan, has just completed his first year and the consensus is we hired the right
man for the job. In addition to patrolling Don has managed to streamline many operations of that office. All
of these efforts have saved the town money. He has also taken on the position of Emergency Management
Director. One other note about the police department is that Andrew Williamson is enrolled in the police
academy and upon completion of the program gives us another full time officer. Chief Sullivan was successful
in obtaining a grant covering the costs of this additional full time officer.
A special word of thanks goes out to George Whittaker. George is a tireless devotee of the town. He wears
~ many hats. Without his efforts we would miss out on a lot of funds, grants and other programs. He is a great
liaison between the town and other government agencies. In addition, he had a lengthy recovery from a bad
fall last winter. Thank you, George.
At the select board, it was a year of transition with the resignation, due to health concerns, of Don Gangemi

and a newly elected third member. Don Sharp and Larry Stickney have been a great addition to the board. I
would like to thank both Cindy Williams and Don Gangemi for all the hard work during their tenure.

This past summer, a new granite bench was added to the gazebo to honor the life of Robert Ramsay. I think
this will be a trend in the coming years to beautify and expand this area around the gift of the Shapiro family.
Finally, 2010 is shaping up to be another challenging year. With your support and the efforts of many, we
can have success.

Thomas McGowan, Larry Stickney, Donald Sharp
Alexandria Board of Selectmen
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (MS-1)
Description
Residential Land

Hoo

Land at Current Use Value

18859.1

Commericial/Industrial Land
Total of Taxable Land

Value

Acres
ee

220013
24468

Value of Buildings-Residential
Value of Buildings-Manufactured Housing

Value of Commercial Buildings
Total Value of Buildings
Utilities

Valuation Before Exemptions

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

87,929,300.00
2,058,385.00
1,974,200.00
91,961,885.00
122,627 ,400.00
5,313,200.00
3,521,900.00
131,462,500.00
13,895,200.00

_

237,319,585.00

Exemptions:

803,075.00

Elderly, Blind, Disabled
Net Valuation for computation of Muncipal,

236,516,510.00

County & Local Education Tax
Less Utilities

A

13,895,200.00
222,621,310.00

Net Value for State Education Tax
Exemption/Credit Breakdown

Total Receiving $27,500 Exemption

Total Receiving $42,000 Exemption

o1
©

Total Receiving $61,000 Exemption
Veteran's Credit Breakdown

96

Total Receiving $200 Credit

Total Receiving $1400 Total Disability Credit
Current Use Report

759.34

Forest Land

11954.6

287,859.00
1,366,232.00

Forest Land W/Documented Stewardship

5390.62

393,162.00

190.19

2,771.00

564.32
18859.1

8,361.00

Farm Land

Unproductive Lane
Wetlands
Total

Total Parcels W/20% Recreational Adjustment
Total Acres Removed From Current Use in 2008
Total Number of Owners in Current Use
Total Number of Parcels in Current Use

Se,
Seley
SEP
sce)
426)
(se)

2,058,385.00

1926.8
27.48

223
409
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Town of Alexandria
Town Meeting March 12, 2009

Town Meeting was reconvened at the Newfound Memorial Middle School in Bristol.
Meeting was called to order by Town Moderator Dennis Ford at 7pm.
The Pledge was recited and a moment of silence was held for all the town residents that had
passed away in 2008.
Representatives Deb Reynolds made a special presentation to the Alexandria Recreation
Advisory Council, with recognition from the NH Senate.

Dennis Ford made a brief introduction of the Board of Selectman, Cindy Williams, and Tom
McGowan. Also introduced were the Supervisors of the Checklist, George Whittaker, Loretta
Brouillard and Sue Cheney and members of the Advisory Budget Committee
Selectman Cindy Williams spoke for the dedication of the 2008 Town Report cover dedicated
to the Alexandria Volunteer Fire Department Ladies Auxiliary (chartered in 1963) Four of the
original charter members were present, Beverly Patten, Marie Boyce, Doris DeWolf and Donna
Masi. Many of the other Auxiliary members came forward for the recognition.
Moderator Ford discussed the rules and procedures for the meeting. Voice vote or hand vote
with orange card if necessary. .Motion made and seconded to accept the Moderators rules.
Article 1 was read as follows:
1. To choose such officers and committee members as are necessary for the ensuing year for
the Town of Alexandria and to elect officers and to vote on questions required by law to be
inserted on said official ballot, including Land Use and Zoning Ordinance, and to Vote on all
warrant articles from the first sessions of the Newfound Area School District by official ballot.
Results of Article

1 were read as follows for town offices:

Selectmen: Larry Stickney (2012), Donald Sharp Sr. (2010)
Planning Board: Michael Broome (2012),Merry Ruggirello (2012) Carleen Stickney (2010)
Trustee of Trust Funds/Cemeteries: Suzanne Cheney (2012)
Road Agent: Jeff Cantara (2012)
Treasurer: Melanie Markiewicz (2010)
Town Clerk/Tax Collector. Barbara Emery (2012)
Ballot Question for Land Use and Zoning
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Alexandria Land Use and Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board? (As discussed at the public hearings of Sept.17, 2008 and
Oct. 15,2008.)
Yes 87, No 223
Question does not pass.
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Selectman Cindy Williams made a brief congratulatory speech to the new Selectmen and
spoke of her feelings for the Town and the economy for the ensuing year.
Road Agent Jeff Cantara gave a short speech thanking the Selectmen, Budget Committee and
Police Chief Don Sullivan and finally the Highway crew, Ronnie MacLean, Dave Blais, John
Emery and Rick Wendell.

Motion made and seconded to proceed to Article 2
Article 2 was read as follows:
Article 2
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One million five hundred fifteen
thousand, one hundred ninety ($1,515,190) which represents the selectmen’s recommendation
for the general municipal budget for 2009. This number does not include other special or
individual article to be addressed separately.

An amendment was made by Sue Cheney “To add $5000.00 to the budget of the Trustee of
the Trust Funds for legal services to be used, if necessary to protect the Perkins Trust Fund.
Motion made and seconded to move the amendment.
Voice vote taken
Amendment passes as stated
Budget changed to 1,520,190.
A second amendment was requested by Merry Ruggirello. “Amendment to Article 2. Lower the
total figure by 10% or $151,519 to $1,363,581 total. $5,000 for the Trust Fund not to be
affected by this amendment.”
Permission was requested for Town Administrator Christie Phelps to speak. She spoke briefly
that the Selectmen have always had the line items available to the public and that decreasing
the budget by that much would severely cut back on town employees and services that town
people expect.
Discussion follows
Motion made and seconded to move amendment to a vote.
Voice vote taken on amendment
Amendment fails.
Motion made and seconded to move to Article 2 vote.

Article 2 passes. Final budget $1,520,190.
Motion made and seconded to move Article 3 to the floor
Read as follows:

Article 3
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,485.00 for the Alexandria
Volunteer Fire Department.

2009 Alexandria Town Report
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Amendment to article present by Fire Chief Dennis Manchester “to amend Article 3 by
increasing it by $242.00. Amount to be taken from the unreserved fund balance of 2008.
Amendment passes by voice vote.
Article 3 passes
Motion made and seconded to move to Article 4.

Article 4 read as follows:
Article 4:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $359,435 for the reconstruction
of Washburn Road from Sargent Road to the “four corners”, so called, including larger culverts,
additional culverts, catch basins, erosion stone, ditching and other work. $269,576 of this
amount will be in the form of a Hazard Mitigation Grant, $89,859 will be raised by taxation.
(Recommended by Selectmen)
Discussion follows. It was stated that the Selectmen do not recommend it any more do to the
economic situations. Discussion continued as to the longer the town waits to fix the problem
the more expensive it will be.
Motion made and seconded to vote on Article 4.

Article 4 passes.
Motion made and seconded to move Article 5 to the floor.
Article 5 read as follows:

Article 5:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $11,000 in order to complete
the boiler project at the highway garage. Funding is as follows: $4,400 to be voted from the
Unreserved Fund Balance and $6,600 to be raised by taxation. This is a special warrant article
(Recommended by Selectmen)
No discussion follows.
Voice vote taken.
Article 5 passes.
Motion made and seconded to move Article 6 to the floor.

Article 6:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 to purchase a baler
machine for the transfer station. Funding as follows: $7,500 to be received through a grant
from NH The Beautiful; $7,500 to be raised by taxation. (If the grant is not received, the
project will not be undertaken) This is a special warrant article.(Not recommended by
Selectmen
Short discussion follows.
Voice vote taken,
Article 6 defeated
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Motion made and seconded to move Article 7 to floor.
Article 7 read as follows.

Article 7
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Transfer Station Land Capital Reserve for the
purpose of purchasing land for a transfer station and to raise and appropriate the amount of
$50,000 to be placed into this account.(Not recommended by Selectmen)
Brief discussion follows.
Voice vote taken.
Article 7 defeated.
Motion made and seconded to move Article 8 to the floor.
Read as follows.

Article 8
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in the
Highway Equipment Capital Reserve.(Not recommended by Selectmen)
Voice vote taken
Article 8 is defeated
Motion made and seconded to move Article 9 to floor.
Read as follows.

Article 9
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in the
Police Capital Reserve Account.(Not recommended by Selectmen)
Short discussion follows.
Article 9 is defeated
Motion made and seconded to move Article 10 to the floor.
Read as follows.

Article 10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in the
Fire Department Capital Reserve Account.(Not recommended by Selectmen)
Voice vote taken.
Article 10 is defeated.
Motion made and seconded to move Article 11 to the floor.
Read as follows:

Article 11
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the Newfound
Lakes Region Association.(Recommended by Selectmen)
Short discussion follows.
Article 11 passes.
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Motion made and seconded to move Article 12 to the floor.
Read as follows:

Article 12
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $58,000 for culvert
replacement and roadside rehab on Fowler River Road. This is a special warrant article. (Not
recommended by Selectmen)
Discussion follows.
Motion made and seconded to move article 12 to vote.
Voice vote taken. Hand vote was taken. 37 Yes, 52 No.
Article 12 defeated.
Motion made and seconded to move Article 13 to floor.
Read as follows:
Article 13:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $98,000 for one mile of overlay
on Mt Cardigan Road, beginning at the intersection with Washburn Road. This is a special
warrant article.(Not recommended by Selectmen)
Brief discussion follows.
Motion made and seconded to move Article 13 to vote
Article 13 is defeated

Motion made and seconded to move Article 14 to floor.
Article 14:
To transact any other business to come before the meeting.
Moderator Ford made a brief statement that, due to the declining number of people attending
Town Meeting, next years meeting will be held at the Alexandria Grange Hall.
Motion made and seconded to adjourn meeting
Moderator Dennis Ford Adjourned meeting at 8:40pm

Respectfully submitted,
Barbara M. Emery
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
03/30/2009
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Estimated Versus Actual Revenues
For Year Ending December 31, 2009

Description of Revenue
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
PILT
Interest & Penalites on
Overdue Taxes
Motor Vehicle Fees
Building Permits/Pistol Permits
Dog Licenses & Other Town
Clerk Fees
Shared Revenue
Rooms and Meals Distribution
Highway Block Grant
State Forest Land Income
Income From Departments
Checking Accts. Interest
Copies, Faxes, Postage
Driveway Permits
Police Department Income
Planning Board Fees
Town Hall Rental
Highway Dept. Income
Bonds Received
Transfer Station Fees
Refunds
Forest Fire Income
Voted from Unreserved

Fund Balance

Due from Trust Funds
Sale of Town Property
Hazard Mitigation Project

2009
Estimated.

2009
Actual

1,000.00
8,300.00
3,000.00

3,170.00
-16,791.00
3,000.00

10,000.00
230,000.00
1,000.00

56,149.00
246,844.00
1,015.00

5,500.00
5,673.00
64,133.00
68,000.00
1,000.00
25,000.00
SH
PAPHHHHA

6,128.00

AAA
RAH

4,400.00
5,000.00
269,576.00
HK
HA
PAA701,582.00

67,961.00
73,806.00
1,506.00
SH
PAHAH

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,107.00
853.00
225.00
3,714.00
675.00
971.00
1,286.00
300.00
13,472.00
2,802.00
477.00
4,400.00
3,883.00
200.00
134,788.00
646,523.00

Revenue figures are rounded to the nearest dollar.

—
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Town of Alexandria

Schedule of Long-Term Debt
For Year Ending December 31, 2009

ee
A
Amt. Borrowed
inci

2010 Estimated Interest

{Fal |[BUILDING_.. _|TRUCK
TRUCKS
_|GARAGE__|
a aes ee a
166,500.00 | 155,000.00 | 130,000.00 | 500,000.00
71,774.00 | 103,334.00 | _78,000.00 | _325,000.00
2011
sth 2012 Sener Mi 022S
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS

;

RSA 32:3,V

GENERAL

4150-4151

Financial Administration

4152

Revaluation of Property

‘

GOVERNMENT

Appropriations As

For Use By

Voted

Department of Revenue Administration

XXXXXXXXX

XXXKXXKXKX

4210-4214
4215-4219

eee
Other including Communiatins)

nn
Poe pe Se
|S See

AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER

HIGHWAYS

& STREETS

=

XXKXKXKKKK

XXXXKXKKKK

XXKXXKXXKKK

XKXKXKXKKKKK

i
es
i
nn
ee
nC
rs
a
Street Lighting

ed
eed
4326-4329

SANITATION

ee

ee

XK XKKXKKKK

ne

XXXKXXXKXXK

Pt
el
ne
ee
a
es
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT

XXXXXXKKK

XXXKX KKK

XKXXKKXKXKKX

XXXKKXKXKK

Administration

4335-4339

|Water Treatment, Conserv.& Other

4351-4359

Electrical Operations

ELECTRIC

|
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PURPOSE

OF APPROPRIATIONS
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:

Appropriations As

For Use By

Voted

Department of Revenue Administration

HEALTH

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXKXXXX

WELFARE

XXXKXKXKKKK

XXXKXXKXKXKX

| aattaaminnvaton
|
STA |sae, Leen eee
os SS
ee.
eee
4415-4419 ean Agencies
&Hos.6Other
esr
fate
a >
4441-4442 _|Adminisvation
&DirectAsist
Fae
6000] eS
ee a
4445-4449 _|Vondor Payment
&Other
i a
a
rr
ee
ea
aa eee
a
BS
a
es
ee
TE
ee
ae
eee
Dd
ae
Pe
MBMASI2 fianinarinh.crerinen
|
| of
Saas
Mets
noms
| i
a
|
eee
Lo
SE
ee
ae
ee
RE
ettintomeoncnne | | |
Oa
Pee tenconsens
||
GGT!
eae
MM cteinn
ss | |
|
Seetenee ee
ee
eer
ee
ee
|
a
CE
ae ea
ee ee es.
0
ES
a
ee
ee
leita
ee
ee
certs ierence
|
ON
i7277|
ee
|

CULTURE & RECREATION

XXKXKXKKXKXKK

XXXXXKXXXX

CONSERVATION

XX KXXKKKKK

XKXKX
XK KKK

DEBT SERVICE

KKKXKKKKKK

XX XK KK KKK

CAPITAL OUTLAY

XKXXKXKXXKX

XXXXXXXXXK

XXXKXKXXXXX

XXXXXKXKXX

OPERATING

TRANSFERS

OUT

PE Paeainnid | otis. | looriop | nwol) Lege eR” ieee ty
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2009 Tax Rate Breakdown

Town
4.01
22%

State
School
School
10.56
2.24
60%
12%
Total = $17.97/$1,000

_ Prior Tax Year Comparisons
by Percentage

ime | Total)” jweaie
| Year__| TaxRate | Town
| 2008 | 16.55 | 24%
| 2007, | 16.59 | 29%
| 2006 | 18.98 | 26%
E2005 159 ORT 12 R286

County
1.16
6%

|
eStates: | ae
| School | School | County
| 55% | 13% | 8% _
| 51% | 12% | 8%
| 54% | 13% | 7%
So
|
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MUNICIPAL TAX RATE BREAKDOWN

2009

TOWNICITY: ALEXANDRIA
Gross Appropriations

1,907,852

Less:
Less:

Revenues
Shared Revenues

LO

Add:

Add Overlay

24,108

War Service Credit
Net Town Appropriation
APPROVED TOWN RATE

37,429

ize
0

955,666

Town Rate
4.01

SCHOOL PORTION
Regional School Apportionment
Less: Adequate Education Grant
State Education Taxes
Approved School Tax Effort
APPROVED LOCAL SCHOOL RATE

oh MPA
a ey
-797,124
-497,411

2,517,997
10.56

STATE EDUCATION TAXES
Equalized Value (no utilities) x

232,979,466

497,411
State School Rate
2.24

APPROVED STATE SCHOOL RATE

COUNTY PORTION
Due to County
Less: Shared Revenues
Approved County Tax Effort
APPROVED COUNTY RATE

275,978
0

Z215:978

County Rate
1.16
Total Tax Rate
17.97

TOTAL RATE

Total Property Taxes Assessed

4,247,052

Less: War Service Credits
Total Property Tax Commitment

-37,429
4,209,623

PROOF OF RATE

Net Assessed Valuation
State Education Tax (no utilities

221,707,800

All Other Taxes

238,425,100

497,411
15:73

3,749,641
4,247,052
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COMPARISON OF APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2009
Purpose of Appropriation

Appropriated

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Executive Expenses
Election, Reg. Vital Stats

Revaluation of Property

41237

Legal

24224

0

Planning/Zoning
General Gov't. Buildings

Cemeteries
Insurance
Regional Associations
Tax Map Updates
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police

Variance

45128

20000

Personnel Administration

| Held Over|

|
ness
abe eee
103035 8
3004

102466
4344

Financial Adminstration

Ambulance

| Expended

0

9305
22300

7733
29094] st

48848

48848

aa

A23007MMP
11767,
|
17200| 799A, 16896 amir iniiceInarinianes
ps
NORM 2992)e19 nos! aaa
b2
|
dae
=
nce
166235 999168219
|revive Leis wee

Emergency Management
Forest Fires
HIGHWAYS & STREETS
Highways & Streets

ae eee oU0)
2000

Bridges
Street Lighting
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal
HEALTH
Health Officer
Health Agencies

|
|

532429 |
16000
2511

ae cs
5 a See

509099
23330
12511|..9 es
2193 |
#18
a
139529 |
ee
BS
0
4556
-242
17150

137040
4314
17150]

WELFARE

eee

0
1073]

eee

Payments to Vendors

16000). 2019061)
ani
Sao

Parks & Recreation

25375|) 89825175)
* S285. |) Bere

CULTURE & RECREATION
Patriotic Purposes
CONSERVATION
DEBT SERVICE
Principal, Long Term Debt
Interest, Long Term Debt

Le

850|

SUBTOTAL
Purpose of Appropriation
OTHER WARRANT ARTICLES
Washburn Rd. Hazard Mitigation
Alexandria Vol. Fire Department
Highway Dept. Boiler

Newfound Lakes Region Assoc.
TOTAL OTHER WARRANT ART.

TOTAL ALL APPROPRIATIONS

eu 3460] Same On

504

Sire pae 7?900 Fieger “Crt eae
126
ae teres] in rye Peceesen dean name
158415
34440

Interest, Tax Antic. Note

Interest on Abatements

|

1

|

200

153874
26026

4541
8414

0

1

159

41

1520190
1494913
Appropriated | Expended | Held Over|

359435 |
162m
11000
500
387662
1907852|

25277
Variance

S109
16727

345924

41726

1840837

41726

12
0
12

25289
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Expenditures by Department
For Year Ending December 31, 2009

EXECUTIVE
Selectmen's Pay
Telephone
Data Processing
Printing/Advertising
Dues/Subscriptions
Office Supplies
Postage
Equipment Maintenance
Equipment Purchases
Milage
Seminars
Town Administrator
Secretary
Worker's Compensation
Health Insurance
SS/Medicare
Retirement
TOTAL EXECUTIVE

5,654.00
1,505.04
V2 Ot-e
1,159.41
1,522.13
2,704.87
1,427.52
30.00
25.00
69.30
459.60
45,026.86
16,456.07
408.46
tej040-21
9/117-03
4,106.73
99,581.00
99,581.00
PHAPHPHAPHAPHPHAHHHAHHAHAHHHHH

TOWN MEETING
Town Report Printing
Moderator Pay
Town Meeting Supplies
TOTAL TOWN MEETING

3,197.73
100.00
156.00
3,453.73

3,453.73

1,022.00
181.20
622.77
290.00
IGFETs
0.43
2,283.59

2,283.59

620.00
100.00
720.00

720.00

240.00
5,016.44
5,256.44

5,256.44

15,182.00

15,182.00

VOTER REGISTRATION
Supervisors Pay
Payroll Benefits
Telephone
Advertising

Supplies
Postage
TOTAL VOTER REGISTRATION

ELECTION ADMINISTRATION
Ballot Clerk Pay
Moderator Pay

TOTAL ELECTION ADMINISTRATION

PHAHHHAHH
ARASH
SH
AAA

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Salaries

Professional Services-Legal Fees
TOTAL TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS

AUDITING SERVICES

hf
ARASH
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TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Deputy Pay
Clerk/Collector Pay
Worker's Compensation
Health Insurance
SS/Medicare
Retirement
Phone
Advertising & Printing
Dues
Office Supplies
Computer Support
Copier Maintenance
Postage
Books
Supplies
Mileage
Training
Lien Discharge
Lien Recording
Contracted Deed Research
TOTAL TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR

12,615.72
34,268.00
338.41
17,119.99
4,002.82
2,523.67
1,880.48
413.43
159.32
1,041.66
3,297.83
194.81
S217.02
82.00
133.91
363.00
345.00
428.82
221.39
1,845.00
84,492.28
84,492.28
PAAPHAPHAHAPHHAHAPHPAHHHAHAPHAHAPFHAHAHS

TREASURER
Treasurer Pay
Worker's Compensation
SS/Medicare
Mileage

TOTAL TREASURER

SH
H
PHA

PROPERTY APPRAISAL
Avitar Associates
TOTAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL

LEGAL EXPENSES
Town Legal Fees-Ongoing Cases
Retainer
Law Book Updates

2,784.60
50.00
239.48
1,093.38
4,167.46

4,167.46

45,128.31
45,128.31

45,128.31

9,362.84
14,400.00
461.14
24,223.98

24,223.98

TOTAL LEGAL EXPENSES

H
PHA

PLANNING BOARD
Clerk Wages
Payroll Expenses
Phone
Printing/Advertising
Lakes Reg. Planning Dues
Postage
Books
Workshops
TOTAL PLANNING BOARD

4,727.64
314.09
277.00
687.28
1,420.00
2.40
60.00
245.00
7,733.41
HS
PHAHAHAHHHAHH

$

7,733.41
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Custodial Pay
Payroll Expenses
Electric

BUILDINGS

Propane

Heating Oil
Maintenance

Security System
Custodial Supplies
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT

BLDGS.

4,798.56
620.71
4,030.38
4,052.89
2,768.15
10,887.43
1,024.75
O14 5/7
29,094.44
PHAPHHHHHHH

CEMETERIES
Sexton Wages
Laborer Wages
Worker's Comp/Unemployment
SS/Medicare
Supplies
Equipment Maintenance
Mileage
TOTAL CEMETERIES

$

29,094.44

1,690.41
7,894.13
705.48
623.72
633.50
174.74
45.10
11,767.08

11,767.08

16,896.33

16,896.33

TOTAL PROPERTY LIABILITY INSURANCE

Lf
PHAHAHAHHH

REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Lakes Region Fire Aid
TOTAL REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

AHA

12,994.07
12,991.57

12,991.57

TAX MAPPING
Tax Mapping/Surveying Services
TOTAL TAX MAPPING

FHA

3,450.00
3,450.00

3,450.00

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Officer's Wages
Chief's Wages
Worker's Comp/Unemployment
Health Insurance
SS/Medicare
Retirement
Telephone

Equipment Maintenance
Uniforms/Gear
Dispatch Services
Vehicle Maintenance
Printing/Advertising
Dues
Office Supplies
Computer Licensing
Gasoline
Ammunition
Books
Prosecutorial Fees
Equipment Purchases

24,425.04
51,615.20
1,764.30
17,130.98
5,626.62
6,846.16
3,813.94
757.85
721.47
25,497.18
3,547.77
132.80
150.00
750.86
1,339.00
7,658.83
683.24
58.00
5,966.68
4,099.03
PAPHAPHHHAHHHHPFPHHHHAHHHHHHHH
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Training
Animal Control Pay
Humane Society
Animal Control Supplies
Animal Control Mileage
TOTAL POLICE DEPARTMENT

BRISTOL AMBULANCE SERVICE
FOREST FIRE EXPENSES
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Regular Labor
Road Agent Pay
Overtime
Contracted Labor
Part Time Labor
Worker's Comp/Unemployment
Health Insurance
Ss/Medicare
Retirement
Telephone
Medical Expenses
Uniforms
Electirc
Heat
Dues/Subscriptions
Supplies
Culverts, Guardrail, Basins
Road Signs/House Numbers
Gasoline
Diesel
Vehicle Maintnenance
Equipment Purchases
Rentals
Hot Top/Paving
Magnesium Supplies
Cold Patch
Gravel, Sand, Rock
Salt
Winter Sand
Edges, Tires, Chains

TOTAL HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

BRIDGE REPAIRS
STREET LIGHTING

Lf
Hf
PHAHHH

23.78
2,034.00
3,000.00
ZO TS
276.44
168,219.16

$

168,219.16

48,848.00

$

48,848.00

1,072.69

§$

1,072.69

93,647.77
52,087.06
4,866.94
9,664.00
14,967.17
11,713.08
29,931.06
13,786.79
14,198.62
1,332.67
1138209
3,396.40
3,654.12
11,038.02
130.00
22,360.14
8,103.60
1,012.21
TIS.0F
25,637.40
42,197.28
3,100.00
4,984.29
22,590 VTA
T,FEV8O
839.02
28,086.23
31,300.33
35,600.00
13,509.51
509,099.08

$

509,099.08

12,510.70

$

12,510.70

2,192.98

$

2,192.98

Hh
HF
PHAHAHAHAHAPAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHHHAHAHAHHAHAHHH
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TRANSFER STATION
Salaries
Worker's Comp/Unemployment
SS/Medicare
Telephone
Uniforms
Electcricity
Heat
Equipment Rental
Land Lease
Dues
Equipment Maintenance
Site Maintenance
Supplies
Equipment Purchase
Hazardous Waste Day
Workshops
Disposal Costs
Recycling Printing

TOTAL TRANSFER STATION
HEALTH OFFICER
Health Officer Pay
_ Worker's Comp/Unemployment
SS/Medicare
Phone
Dues
Expenses
Equipment Purchases
Workshops
TOTAL HEALTH OFFICER

21

34,148.35
bs
WT SS
2,553.54
574.22
673.61
979.79
219.68
2,805.00
7,370.04
200.00
3,379.32
3)399.50
1,215.26
78.98
1,086.00
495.83
78,149.92
126.00
139,529.03
139,529.03
Ch
es
C0
Co)
G7
CAE
6-69"

2,508.00
460.29
140.10
234.89
25.00
793.60
293.88
100.00
4,555.76
PRHHHAHHHAH

4,555.76

TOTAL HEALTH AGENCIES

13,000.00
1,550.00
900.00
1,700.00
17,150.00

17,150.00

WELFARE ASSISTANCE
Housing
Fueld
Food
Electric
Medical
TOTAL WELFARE ASSISTANCE

PAPHHHHH
PHHHH

13,266.94
1,869.32
470.87
2,467.56
986.20
19,060.89

19,060.89

SH
FHA

22,475.00
2,700.00
25,175.00

25,175.00

HEALTH AGENCIES
NANA
Voices Against Violence
Grafton County Seniors
Tri County CAP

PARKS & RECREATION
Tapply Thompson Center
Wellington Entry Fee
TOTAL PARKS & RECREATION

2009 Alexandria Town Report
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PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
Flags and Markers
Community Day
TOTAL PATRIOTIC PURPOSES

179.82
165.72
345.54

$

345.54

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Conservation Dues
Supplies
Training/Workshops
TOTAL CONSERVATION COMMISSION

200.00
209,50
214.00
673.50

$

673.50

153,873.72
26,025.79
179,899.51

$

179,899.51

158.74

$

TOTAL WARRANT ARTICLES

SH
PRPAAHA

16,727.00
500.00
317,709.23
10,988.00
345,924.23

$

345,924.23

OTHER PAYMENTS
Washburn Bridge Project
Refunds of Overpayments
Newfound Area School District
Grafton County Treasurer
COPS Grant
Payments to Conservation Commission
TOTAL OTHER PAYMENTS

983.36
12,244.38
2,830,757.00
275,978.00
14,710.05
3,350.00
3,138,022.79
HS
PHAHAHM

$

3,138,022.79

$

4,978,859.22

DEBT SERVICE
Principal
Interest
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE

ABATEMENT EXPENSES

HF
AHAHH
AAS
PAH“

158.74 -

WARRANT ARTICLES
Alexandria Volunteer Fire Department
Newfound Lakes Region Association
Washburn Hazard Mitigation
Highway Boiler

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
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IS
PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
1

rth Main Street 3

Con

New Hampshire 3

INDEPENDENT

03301-5063 3 603-225-

AFAX-224-138

AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Alexandria

%

Alexandria, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining
fund information of the Town of Alexandria as of and for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2008, which collectively comprise the
Town’s basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of
Alexandria’s management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position of the
governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Alexandria as of December 31,
2008, and the respective changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles

generally accepted in the United States of America.
The management’s discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information are not a required part of the basic financial
statements, but are supplementary information required by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of
measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no
opinion on it.

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise the Town of
Alexandria’s basic financial statements. The combining and individual fund schedules are presented for purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. They have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the basic financial statements, and in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial
statements taken as a whole.

Poth {|Savconaon
August 12, 2009

1

|

:
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EXHIBIT A
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Net Assets
December 31, 2008
Governmental
Activities

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments

Intergovernmental receivable
Other receivables, net of allowances for uncollectible
Capital assets, not being depreciated:

Land

1,329,797
548,297

39,088
557,565

133,725

Construction in progress

48 264

Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation:
Land improvements

Buildings and building improvements
Equipment and vehicles
Infrastructure
Total assets

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Accrued salaries and benefits
Contract payable
Intergovernmental payable
Accrued interest payable
Other payables
Noncurrent obligations:
Due within one year:
Bonds
Due in more than one year:
Bonds

Total liabilities

7,815

1,481,669
793,184
1,982,629
6,922,033

31,025
18,050
1,306,757
11,328
4,680

153,855
$78,126

2,103,821

NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt

Restricted for perpetual care
Unrestricted
Total net assets

3,715,305

295,181
807,726
4,818,212

a
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TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Major General Fund
Schedule of Estimated and Actual Revenues (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2008
Variance
Positive

Estimated

Taxes:
Property
Land use change
Yield
Excavation

Payment in lieu of taxes
Interest and penalties on taxes
Total taxes

$

863,029
10,000
13,000
67
3,000
30,000

~__ 919,096

Actual -

$

913,444
10,000
20,069
3,000
50,789
997,302

Licenses, permits and fees:
Motor vehicle permit fees
Building permits
Other
Total licenses, permits and fees

250,000
200
5,500
255,700

253,389
1,200
7,059
261,648

Intergovernmental:
State:
Shared revenue block grant
Meals and rooms distribution
Highway block grant
State and federal forest land reimbursement
Total intergovernmental

13,147
67,558
71,560
[29
153,394

13,147
67,558
71,314
Ljlze
153,148

15,000

17,469

10,000

15,464

25,000
155,000
180,000

26,992
155,000
181,992

1,533,190
228,138

$1,627,023

Charges for services:
Income from departments

(Negative)

S$

50,415

7,069
(67)
20,789
78,206

3,389
1,000
1,559

5,948

Miscellaneous:
Interest on investments

Other financing sources:
Transfers in
Proceeds of long term debt
Total other financing sources

Total revenues and other financing sources
Unreserved fund balance used to reduce tax rate
Total revenues, other financing sources and use of fund balance

“$1,761,328

1992

1,992

S_93,833_
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SCHEDULE 2

TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund

Schedule of Appropriations and Expenditures (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2008
Variance

Positive

Current:
General government:
Executive
Election and registration
Financial administration
Revaluation of property

Appropriations

Expenditures

$

$

(Negative)

106,653
10,083
105,065
39,442
20,347
8,981
32,301
10,469
16,633
12,675
3,150
365,799

1,656
(2,104)
1,767
1,885
7,053
3,758
(10,089)
5,067
567

Fire
Emergency management
Other
Total public safety

161,000
26,000
16,200
7,000
3,000
213,200

164,572
23,444
15,956
2,366
1,520
207,858

(3,572)
2,556
244
4,634
1,480
5,342

_ Highways and streets:
Highways and streets
Bridges
Street lighting
Total highways and streets

532,549
10,000
2,000
544,549

561,893
12,760
2,091
576,744

(29,344)
(2,760)

143,102

128.698

14,404

3, L70
15,010
20,180

1,587
15,010
16,597

16,000

14,118

24,125
350
500
24,975

24,325
260
500
25,085

1,050

740

Legal
Planning and zoning
General government buildings

Cemeteries
Insurance, not otherwise allocated
Advertising and regional associations
Other
Total general government

Public safety:
Police
Ambulance

Sanitation:
Solid waste disposal
Health:
Administration

Health agencies and hospitals
Total] health

108,309
tone
106,832
ALE d
27,400
12,739
PaEINDE
15,536
17,200
12,675
3,200
375,409

50
9,610

(91)

(32,195)

Welfare:
Direct assistance

Culture and recreation:
Parks and recreation
Patriotic purposes
Other
Total culture and recreation
Conservation

1,882

(200)
90

(110)
310
(continued)
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SCHEDULE 2 (continued)
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund

Schedule of Appropriations and Expenditures (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2008
Variance

Positive

Appropriations

Expenditures

Debt service:
Principal of long-term debt
Interest on long-term debt
Interest on tax anticipation notes
Other
Total debt service

1335952
31,304
500
1,000
166,363

126,387
29,233

Capital outlay:
Highway truck
Belser Road
Floor drains
Floor heat piping
Total capital outlay

175,000
26,500
25,000
20,000
246,500

173,687
26,500
25,000
15,428
240,615

10,000

10,000

Other financing uses:
Transfers out
Total appropriations, expenditures, and other financing uses

61,328

155,620

$1,741,874

~

(Negative)

7,172
2,071
500
1,000
10,743

19.454
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SCHEDULE 3
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Major General Fund
Schedule of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2008

Unreserved, undesignated fund balance, beginning

$

Changes:
Unreserved fund balance used to reduce 2008 tax rate

2008 Budget summary:
Revenue surplus (Schedule 1)
Unexpended balance of appropriations (Schedule 2)

(228,138)

$

°-93,833
19,454

2008 Budget surplus
Unreserved, undesignated fund balance, ending

676,825

113,287
$

561.974
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Trustees of the Trust Funds
For Year Ending December 31, 2009

At Town Meeting in 2008 and again in 2009, the Townspeople voted to set aside $5000 for
legal fees to protect the Perkins Trust Fund.

We didn't have to use it in 2008.

However, in

2009, we were told by the Assistant Director of the Division of Charitable Trusts that we had to
change the wording if we wereto continue to use the Trust Fund. This involves filing a petition
of Cy Pres with the Grafton County Court. The Trustees, in conjunction with an attorney, have
been working diligently on this since September. We considered this a matter of significant
importance to the Town and felt a heavy sense of responsibility to do the very best job we
could.
The motion has now been filed with the Court. It is assented by the State. Hopefully we will
have a ruling before the Town Meeting in March and we will be able to share that with the
people of Alexandria.

CEMETER main

Sint

The Trustees would like to thank the Sexton, Sandy Blais, and her crew for their diligence this year.
The new fence at Rhoades Cemetery received a coat of white paint. At Riverside, new chain was
installed on the fence, the posts were painted, and gravel was added to the driveway. Some of the stones
have been repaired. Sandy is working on signs to ensure that all cemeteries are clearly marked. The
equipment is maintained and under cover, ready for use in the spring.

The job of Sexton requires a mixture of hard work, intelligence, common sense, reverence for those who
have passed on, and sensitivity to the feelings of those who are grieving. We appreciate Sandy for
possessing all these qualities.

Respectfully submitted,
Suzanne Cheney
Carleen Stickney
Doug Benton

Trustees of the Trust Funds
Cemetery Trustees

-
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Town of Alexandria, NH
Balance Sheet, December 31, 2009

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash TD Banknorth
Cash Northway Bank
Cash Bond Account
Cash Petty Cash Town Clerk
Cash Petty Cash Selectmen
MBIA Asset Management Account

Total Checking, Savings, Investments

1,175,574.24
44 239.30
100.90
450.00
100.00
34,335.36
1,254,799.80

RECEIVABLES
Total for all Revenue Sources

648,049.31

ALLOWANCE

(92,548.00)

FOR UNCOLLECTIBLES

CAPITAL PROJECTS
DUE FROM OTHER FUNDS
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll & Benefits
Due to School
Due to Conservation Commission
Performance Bond Deposits
Overlay
TOTAL LIABILITIES

TOTAL ASSETS
TOTAL LIABILITIES
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
DECEMBER 31, 2009

(39,329.09)
6,870.58
1,777,842.60
SH
Ff
fh
HF
PRAPHAHAH
i

293,436.31
16,438.97
1,242,408.00
1,600.00
99.46
(76,484.56)
1,477,498.18
1,777 ,842.60
1,477,498.18
HA
AIA
PHAHAHHAHAMH300,344.42
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Supervisors of the Checklist
Year Ending December 31, 2009

The only election in 2009 was the town election.
In 2010 there are 3 elections scheduled.

Important dates are:

Town/School District Election

March 9

11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

Town Meeting

March 11

7:00 P.M. at Alexandria Town Hall

State Primary Election

September 14

8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

State General Election

November 2

8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

Alexandria residents may register with the Town Clerk during office hours, with the Supervisors
when they meet or at the polls on any Election Day. It is an easy process, and we encourage
all eligible citizens to register and have a voice.
Currently we have 1,127 registered voters.
Respectfully Submitted,

Suzanne Cheney
Loretta Brouillard

George Whittaker
Supervisors of the Checklist
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Town of Alexandria
Office of Town Clerk / Tax Collector
The year 2009 has quickly come and gone as well as, amazingly, the first decade of the 21st
Century. Having been here almost 5 years, I have enjoyed getting to know many of you
and am looking forward to the years ahead.

Once again for
ton State Park.
Anyone under
are ¥2 price for

2010, the residents and property owners are able to get passes for Welling
They will be $3.00 for those 12 & over, 6y-11ly need a pass, but at no charge.
5 or a NH resident over 65 do not need passes. Wednesdays at Wellington
NH residents.

In late February, we send out dog licensing notices. If a dog is deceased or no longer with
you PLEASE let us know either with a phone call, or indicate it on the notice we send, and
return it to us. An accurate list of dogs in the town is helpful to us and to the dog officer.
April 30th is the deadline for the licensing of your dog(s). Please bring in all updated proof
of Rabies vaccine. ALL dogs 3 months and older are required to be licensed. Fees are $9.00
for unaltered (male or female) and $6.50 for a spayed/neutered dog. Group licenses are
available for 5 or more dogs at the cost of $20.00. Senior residents receive a discounted fee
of $2.00 for the first dog, with additional dogs at full price. Late fees of $1.00/month begin
in May, with fines up to $25.00 as of June Ist, (RSA 466:13).
Vehicle Renewal notices seem to be becoming popular, especially for those that have work
hours or other obligations that don’t coincide with our office hours, or who live out of state.
The renewal notice is acceptable in place of the prior/ expired registration for renewals at

the office.
In regards to taxes, the first issue for 2009 was due July 2nd, and the second issue was due
December 15th. The total amount of taxes to be collected was $4.2 million as of December
31st approximately $447,478. is still outstanding on both issues. This is just a little over
10%, which in light of the current economy is encouraging. In 2009, the Town deeded 5
properties for non-payment of 2006 taxes.

We are pleased to be able to offer NH Hunting and Fishing Licenses as well as ATV and
Snowmobile registrations. This brings in a small amount of revenue to the town and a
convenience to the local outdoors enthusiasts.
I hope and pray that 2010 will be a good year for all.

Warmest Regards,

Barbara M. Emery
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
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2010 Budget
1

2

3

a

5

6

7

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS

OP Bud.
Warr.

Appropriations
Prior Year As

Actual
Expenditures

Appropriations
Ensuing FY

Appropriations
Ensuing FY

Art.#

Approved by DRA

Prior Year

(RECOMMENDED)

(NOT RECOMMENDED

XXXXXXKXKX

XXXXXXKXXKX

XKXKXKXKXKK KK

XXXKKKKXX

Acct. #

(RSA 32:3,V)
GENERAL

GOVERNMENT

[4130-4139 [erecuve
|
102,466/$ 103,035|]$ to4oao|
[4140-4149 [eletionnegavil statis | [Saas
3.004]
562]
[4150-4151 |Financiatadministaton
| =| S 111,688 §
[4152 _|revauatonotPropey
| |S
41.2878
45,128 |§
20,000 | $
24,224 :
legless
|S
Legal Expense

|4155-4159 |Personnel Administration

paeaer

ae
[4194 _[cener Government uilings
|
forse!
| lg — 12,000) gol
aatre7
| 4196 sue S|
St
200/8 16,896 |
[4197 [advertising &Repionatassoe. |
|S
otherGeneraiGovermment__— ||
3,450 |$
2,000 |$
PUBLIC SAFETY
XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
Peete
|||
|__166,235 |'§1 168.219 |/61 tis |
[aars.azte [ambulance
|
SS
8848 |S 48848 [sat azo]
eS
ese
ESS Rod laa eed ae ln ya ela
Re etext
| — |)
ee
ee
ae
|4200-4298 [emergencyManagenent |
SS OO]
a
a a
eee ee
ee
4191-4193

{Planning & Zoning

Cemeteries

AIRPORT/AVIATION

CENTER

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXKX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXKXXAXKK

14301-4309 |AiportOperations =|
HIGHWAYS

& STREETS

er
ee ee
ee
ee
eee
| ast2__righwasasuecs
| Ss 524za|$ s09.009|8 satoes|
Bridges
Gian Sc OS
Bese seeetiiping
|g
sali
2 iaa ls
air bss
20h
Sea
ee)
ee
ee
|
SANITATION

os
ace

|

Si

4326-4329

rr

|Solid Waste Disposal

Solid Waste Clean-up
|Sewage Coll. & Disposal & Other

ie

eh
ee le
ii
oe ie
aie
$

ceed |

4
er

|

137,040 | $

139,529 |$

144.661;|
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1

2

3

4

=

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS

OP Bud.
Warr.
Art.#

Appropriations
Prior Year As
Approved by DRA

Actual
Expenditures
Prior Year

Appropriations
Ensuing FY
(RECOMMENDED)

Appropriations
Ensuing FY
(NOT RECOMMENDED

XXXXKXXKXXX

XXXXKXXKXXX

XXKKKXKKKK

XXXXKXAXKKK

Acct. #

(RSA 32:3,V)

WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT
Administration

PO
4335-4320 [wot Tainan commence)

|

|Admin. and Generation

nieeece
Elect Equipment Maintenance
other Eee Coss

6.4)

if

ei
Me
MT i
Le
Tl

ELECTRIC
4351-4352

.¢

XXXKXXKK KK
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**SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES**

im

Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations: 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriation to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserv e funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the w arrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable

article.

a

2
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5

Warr.

Appropriations
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Approved by DRA

Actual
Expenditures
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Ensuing FY
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Ensuing FY
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(RSA 32:3,V
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**INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
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"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special w arrant articles". Individual warrant articles
might be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a one time nature you wish to address individually.
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The State of New Hampshire
Town of Alexandria
2010 Town Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Alexandria, in the County of Grafton, in said State, qualified
to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Alexandria on Tuesday,

the ninth day of March, 2010, at eleven o’clock in the morning to vote, by official
ballot, on Article 1. The polls will be open from 11:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m.
(le
To choose such officers and committee members as are necessary for the ensuing year
for the Town of Alexandria and to elect officers and to vote on questions required by law to be
inserted on said official ballot, and to vote on all Warrant Articles from the first session of the
Newfound Area School District by official ballot.
You are further notified to meet at the Alexandria Grange Hall in said Town of
Alexandria, NH on Thursday, March 11, 2010, at seven o’clock in the evening to act

upon the following subjects:
v4
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,502,785, which
represents the operating budget for 2010. This does not include individual warrant articles to
be addressed separately. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)
sf
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $30,000 in
order to purchase a police cruiser. Project to be paid for in the following manner: $11,000 to
be withdrawn from the Police Equipment Capital Reserve and $19,000 to be raised by
taxation. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)
4.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,727 for the
Alexandria Volunteer Fire Department for the provision of fire fighting and prevention services
and to continue the lease of the 1999 International Tanker to the AVFD, all pursuant to an
agreement between the Town and the AVFD. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)
of
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,430 in order to
purchase extended warranties on the 2007 one-tons. This is a 72-month, 75,000 mile
warranty, whichever occurs first. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)
6.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100,000 for shim and
overlay on Mount Cardigan Road. (Selectmen Do Not Recommend This Article)

res
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100,000 for shim and
overlay on Plummer Hill Road. (Selectmen Do Not Recommend This Article)
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8.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $10,000 in
order to have the old town hall hooked into the generator system proposed for the municipal

building. $5,000 to be acquired through a grant from Homeland Security; $5,000 to be raised
by taxation. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)
9.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 to help support the Newfound Lakes Region Association. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)
10.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,820 to support
Genesis Healthcare. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)

11.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $684 to support the
American Red Cross. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)
12.
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Transfer Station Capital Reserve Account for
the purpose of the future purchase of land and/or equipment for the transfer station. Further,
to allow for 2 of the yearly transfer station revenues, up to $5,000, to be placed into this
account.
13.
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Safety Services Building Capital Reserve for
the purpose of purchasing land and/or constructing a building for Safety Services (fire,
ambulance, police) and to determine if the Town will raise and appropriate $5,000 to be placed
into this account in 2010. (Selectmen Recommend This Article)
14.
To see if the Town will vote to accept Lynn Avenue as a Class V road and for the Town
to accept the responsibility and expense of maintaining said road. Lynn Avenue is
approximately 2,400 feet long, including the extension. (Submitted by petition)

15.

To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the use of the Annual Inventory Form PA28.

16.
To see if the Town will vote
State Representative(s), our State
President. Resolved: The citizens
amendment to the New Hampshire

to approve the following resolution to be forwarded to our
Senator, the Speaker of the House and the Senate
of New Hampshire should be allowed to vote on an
Constitution that defines “marriage”. (Submitted by petition)
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17. To see if the Town will vote to establish an official budget committee per RSA 32:14 |. The
official budget committee shall consist of six at-large members. The Moderator shall appoint
these at-large members to serve until the next annual town meeting. RSA 669:17. The priority
for these appointments will be given to the current members of the elected Advisory Budget
Committee. The formal election of members for staggered terms begins at the following annual
meeting and must be by official ballot. RSA 32:15, III.

18.

To transact any other business to come before the meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas McGowan

L.E. Stickney

Alexandria Board of Selectmen

Donald Sharp
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Alexandria Town Administrator
For Year Ending 12/31/2009

My report this year starts out with accepting responsibility for the warrant article having to do
with a safety services capital reserve account. Part of my job is to suggest ways of planning
for the future; this is one. There will come a time when the fire department has outgrown its:
space and will need a new home. Alexandria did such a fine job of saving for the municipal
building ($500,000), that it may be time to start saving for another eventuality. Though the
interest earned on money in a capital reserve is not substantial, it is my belief that money will —
only cost us more later. This warrant article is a conversation starter....... let's hear your input.
Thank you to everyone who worked on the Emergency Management Plan. It is finally
complete, approved and signed by all parties. We are now able to apply for the grant for the
generator to be situated at the rear of the municipal building.
On Christmas Eve employees and committee members who were able joined together at the
municipal building for a pot luck lunch. Thank you to everyone who attended, brought food,
and/or cleaned up afterward. A great time was had by all twenty-seven of us. This was an
opportunity for everyone to gather without the day to day issues of our departments and enjoy
each other's company.
The gazebo continues to be a gathering place for the community, and | would like to thank the
Shapiro family once again for their generosity. It was decorated for Christmas, and there have
been a number of weddings held there as well. The gazebo was well used during Community
Day. Thanks to the garden club members, the area around the gazebo should be in full bloom
this spring as some 800 bulbs were planted in that area. The bulbs were the town’s reward for
participating in Community Cleanup Day.
The Municipal Leadership Series is a program hosted by the Local Government Center and
the Antioch Institute. It consists of twelve classes over a two year period covering such
subjects as employee supervision, conflict resolution, budgeting, diversification and time
management, to name a few. In December of 2009, | completed my two year program and am
happy to report that both the police chief and the road agent are now enrolled. There is no
charge for this training as the town is already a member of Local Government Center. Thank
you to the selectmen for their support of the employees participating in this worthwhile
education opportunity.
Selectmen's meeting in 2010 will continue to be held on Tuesday evenings at 6:00 p.m.
Beginning in April and running through the end of September, the meetings will be on the first
and third Tuesdays only.
Our e-mail list is growing.....if you wish to have automatic delivery of weekly selectmen’s
meeting minutes, monthly budget reports, the newsletter and other items of interest, feel free
to provide the office with your e-mail address.
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In a joint meeting with the budget committee and the selectmen, it was determined that
department heads should bring in the following budget requests for 2010: no new positions,
no raises or cost of living increases and budgets should be at 2009 levels or below. Due to the
increases in unemployment compensation, worker's compensation and NH retirement, this
was not possible with all budgets. We have worked to keep the total operating budget below
last year’s level and believe this has been accomplished. Department heads attended joint
meetings with the budget committee and the selectmen. This afforded each group a chance to
hear all questions and answers. It also reduced the number of meetings everyone had to
attend. My thanks to all who participated; the process went very smoothly.

In closing, | would like to thank all of the employees and committee members of the town for
showing on a daily basis that people can work together for the good of the entire town rather
than that of any one person. The level of cooperation between departments has steadily
increased over the years, resulting in a smooth flow on information and better customer
service to the taxpayers of the town. Communicate.....Participate.....Cooperate!

Respectfully
Christie Phelps,
Town Administrator

Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

(603) 744-3220
(603) 744-9461
alexandrianh@metrocast.net
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

ALEXANDRIA

Year Ending

12/31/2009

DEBITS

UNREDEEMED & EXECUTED
LIENS

2009

PRIOR LEVIES
2007

2008

Unredeemed Liens Beginning of FY

$ 0.00

Liens Executed During FY

.

2006+

>

$ 96,529.85

$ 84,573.88

$ 0.00

$ 6.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 184,120.01

$ 105,954.14

$ 99,307.01

$ 0.00

Unredeemed Elderly Liens Beg. of FY
$ 0.00

Elderly Liens Executed During FY
er

$ 0.00

Interest & Costs Collected

$ 0.00

| TOTAL LIEN DEBITS
CREDITS

REMITTED TO TREASURER

Interest & Costs Collected
eae

oth

of Unredeemed

5000

2008

PRIOR LEVIES
2007

#3190

$ 14,733.13

Liens

$ 1,036.19

Liens Deeded to Municipality

$ 38,628.49

TRAN
Unredeemed

Liens End of FY

Unredeemed Elderly Liens End of FY

TOTAL LIEN CREDITS

2006+

ie
i
e
$ 118,258.15

$ 49,898.95

$ 12,175.61

$ 0.00

$ 99,307.01
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

ALEXANDRIA

Year Ending

12/31/2009

CREDITS
LEVY FOR YEAR
2009

PRIOR LEVIES
2008

2007

2006+

$ 3,765,154.81

$ 20.14

$ 3,140.00

51438471

$ 6,724.65

$ 495.74

$ 234.56

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

S101

$ 0.00
$ 0.00

CURRENT LEVY DEEDED

$ 2,589.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

Utility Charges

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

Betterment Taxes

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 22.28

$ 2,029.00

Property Tax Credit Balance*

TOTAL CREDITS

XXXXXX

$ 4,244,771.39

$ 492,590.78

*Enter as a negative, This is the amount of taxes pre-paid for next year as authorized by RSA 80:52-a.
(Be sure to indicate a positive amount in the Property Taxes actually remitted to the treasurer.)
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
ALEXANDRIA
Year Ending

For the Municipality of

UEER

CRE REEVES

12/31/2009

DEBITS
UNCOLLECTED

TAXES AT THE

LEVY FOR YEAR

BEGINNING OF THE YEAR*

2009

Property Taxes

#3110

Resident Taxes

#3180

XXXXXX

|

PRIOR LEVIES
2008

2007

$ 454,050.42

2006+
$ 20.14

$ 2,029.00

XXXXXX

$ 0.60

Land Use Change Taxes

#3120

XXXXXX

Timber Yield Taxes

#3185

XXXXXX

$ 2,702.35

$ 0.00

Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd

#3187

XXXXXX

$ 234.56

$ 0.00

#3189

XXXXXX

$ 0.00

XXXXXX

$ 0.00

Utility Charges
Betterment Taxes

pak

Prior Years' Credits Balance**

mee

This Year's New Credits

TAXES COMMITTED

$ 0.00

oh

THIS FISCAL YEAR

FOR DRA USE ONLY

Property Taxes

$ 4,221,307.00

Resident Taxes

$ 0.00

Land Use Change Taxes

#3120

$ 6,340.00

Timber Yield Taxes

#3185

$ 16,215.55

Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd

#3187

$ 575.74

|
Utility Charges

$ 740.00
$ 0.00

Betterment Taxes

OVERPAYMENT

as

($ 6,025.35

$ 0.00

REFUNDS

Resident Taxes

Land Use Change
Yield Taxes

|#3120 |
#3185

—-

Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd
Credits Refunded
Interest - Late Tax

| Resident Tax Penalty

TOTAL DEBITS
*This amount should be the same as the last year's ending balance.

$ 492,590.78

$ 22.28

If not, please explain.

**Enter as a negative. This is the amount of this year's taxes pre-paid last year as authorized by RSA 80:52-a.

**The amount is already included in the warrant and therefore in line #3110 as a positive amount

for this year's levy.

$ 2,029.00
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Alexandria Highway Department
for year ending December 31, 2009
First of all, to the crew: Dave, John, Dale and Rick.....thank you for all you do. A huge welcome back is
sent to former road agent, Dale Robie. His knowledge, experience and strong work ethic have already been
felt and put to good use.
Secondly,y: thank you,
you, Ron, > for sbyour y years of service to Alexandria.

Ron, it was unfortunate that we had to

part ways. We wish you the best in your future endeavors.

2009 brought with it two new selectmen.....welcome Larry Stickney and Don Sharp. New boards mean
new ideas, and we will all make the effort to work together for the betterment of the town’s road and bridges.
The winter of 2008-2009 seemed to have just come and gone without any real fanfare. We were just as
happy with that. The spring brought with it the usual mud, severe in some places. We are adding stone to
the muddy areas in the hopes of “boning it up” and minimizing future problems. Spring grading was done
with one less member of the crew; we appreciate your patience while this task was completed.

During the summer paved aprons were installed on Gordon Hill Road, McMurphy Road and the south end
of Bog Road. We addressed numerous drainage issues and replaced a large number of culverts throughout
town. There were repeated beaver issues to deal with on Bog Road. Bog Road is an area that will require
significant work in the future in order to keep it accessible and above water. It is also heavily traveled and
an important thoroughfare.
Late summer through fall we continued to replace culverts and cut brush on several roads. The ditch paving
on Mt. Cardigan Road was completed. Several shop projects were begun in order to use the building and its
inventory more efficiently. The town’s Joint Loss Management Committee performed a review of the highway
garage and made suggestions as to where safety could be improved. Fall grading, some ditching and setting
up plow trucks took care of the remainder of the year.
The Washburn Road Hazard Mitigation Project was begun this past year and will be completed in the spring

of 2010. The project was intended to improve drainage and to minimize the amount of flood repairs in the
future. It was also undertaken in order to correct a number of safety issues on the road with regard to line of
sight and road width. My thanks go out to all of the property owners along the way that made concessions
in order for this project to come to fruition.

Finally, I have compiled my road plan for the next five years. One of the items I feel most strongly about is
defining the town’s right of way on roads where original layouts are not available. If this is something you
feel strongly about, please let the selectmen’s office know your views. You can e-mail them at alexandrianh@
metrocast.net. There are two road projects offered for your consideration on the warrant for 2010. Times are
hard and, as always, it is up to the voters of the town to determine the amount of money to be spent on the
roads. The road plan is a tool to be used in formulating future budgets. Should the selectmen agree to my
request, there will be a series of public hearings held in 2010 in order to receive input from the public on the
future of our roads and bridges. It is your town.....let your selectmen and other officials know how you feel.
The highway department thanks you for your continued support.

Wishing you all the best,

Jeff Cantara, Road Agent
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Alexandria Police Department
for year ending December 31, 2009
It has been an eventful year for the Police Department.
Officer Angela Lyford returned from her deployment with the Navy. We are glad she returned safely and are
happy to have her back with the Department and back on patrol. Most of all I thank her for her service to
the country.
Captain Ernie Parmenter has decided to retire after many years of service to the Town and the Department.
He will be greatly missed in the department and I wish him the best.

Thanks to a grant from the Federal Government, Officer Williamson has now become our second full time
officer. He is attending the full time police academy from January through April. Since adding this position,
we have been able to cover the town 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with local officers. The grant will pay for
this position, both salary and benefits, for the next three years.
We have also increased our presence in town this year which has resulted in a large jump in the amount of
motor vehicle stops made and arrests made. The good news is that this also lead toa large drop in the number
of Motor Vehicle Accidents in town.
We have also started using the Upper Valley Humane Society in Enfield as a place to bring our stray animals.
They provide a wonderful service to the animals in the way that they find homes for all of their animals and
they do it ina much more cost efficient way for the Town.

I would like to thank all the people that have help make this such a successful year for the Department. As
always the NH State Police has provided much needed assistance, coverage and back up when needed. The
Selectmen have been very supportive and have shown great leadership. Town Administrator Christie Phelps
has been instrumental in providing support and guidance, especially when it came time to apply for a process
grants. I would also like to thank the Highway and Fire Departments. Their cooperation and assistance have
helped to make Alexandria a better and safer Town.
The two most noticeable and disturbing crime trends for the Town have been in the areas of abuse of Prescription
Medication and Frauds. As with any illegal drug use, the abuse of Prescription medication has led to other
crimes such as thefts and burglaries. I encourage everyone to keep their medications secure and to reach out
to help and support any friend or loved one that may be suffering from addiction. Remember, even though
pills are prescribed by doctors, they can be addicting and dangerously if not used properly.
We have also seen large amounts of fraud. Remember to never give out any personal information to anyone
you don’t know. No bank or financial institution is going to contact you to get your account numbers, they
already have them. Also, if something sounds too good to be true, it probably isn’t. You will never win a
lottery you did not enter and you will never need to send money to receive an inheritance from someone you
did not know. If you are contacted by phone, mail or e-mail and you suspect something isn’t right, please
contact the police department before you send any money or give any information.

Finally, I would like to thank the citizens of Alexandria. Without your help, I would be unable to do my job.
Please drive safely and continue to report any suspicious activity.
Yours in Public Safety,
Donald E. Sullivan, Chief of Police
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Alexandria Transfer Station
for year ending December 31, 2009
Certainly 2009 was a transitional year for the Alexandria Transfer Station. Recycling increased, allowing the
town to realize additional revenue—a total of $13,094.76 was collected in fees and the sales of recyclables.
Great Job Everyone!!!
There have been several personnel changes at the station, and we appreciate your input, but most of all your
patience. At the present time, John Whitaker has been hired as the Transfer Station Supervisor. Welcome,
John. Benjamin Fleury continues to work at the station and Peter Poire is our on-call operator. John and Ben
will attend training workshops as they are available in order to increase their skills and certification levels.

The selectmen are working on an update to the Solid Waste Ordinance and should be holding a public hearing
on this document sometime in April.
The station is open Monday 8-noon; Wednesday 11:30-7:30 and Saturday 8-4.

Further information on the recycling can be found by reading the report from the Alexandria Recycling
Committee.

Respectfully submitted,
Christie Phelps, Town Administrator
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Alexandria Planning Board
for year ending December 31, 2009
This past year has been slow due to the sluggish economy. While we have reviewed several development
concepts, we have had little in the way of actual development projects.

The Board has discussed rail transportation for the state, economic development, broadband, workforce
housing and several pieces of pending legislation. All of these items are in process.

The Master Plan is currently being updated and will be available for the public to review.
survey results have been added.

New goals and

Effective this year, all updates and project summaries will be found on the town’s website. As you know, the
meeting minutes have been available. (NOTE: While the town website is not presently being maintained,
we hope to have this issue corrected by town meeting)
During the past year, a review of all planning board regulations has been made to insure that we are in
compliance with state and federal regulations.
We welcome all comments and hope that you, along with the planning board, continue to formulate a
workable vision for our town and its future development.

Thank you for your support.
Margaret L. LaBerge, Chairman
Alexandria Planning Board
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Alexandria Volunteer Fire Department
for year ending December 31, 2009
2009 has been a busy year for the Alexandria Volunteer Fire Department. We have responded to 173 calls.
These consisted of 60 fires, 91 m3dical emergencies, 13 motor vehicles accidents and 9 service calls. We also
had some major structure fires which were brought under control by the quick response ofour fire department,
resulting is properties being saved.

Alexandria is fortunate to have a group of men and women who
any emergency, day or night. We take pride in providing a much
to remain in compliance with the state and federal regulations,
members. As a result of our training, there are members of the
ice rescue and/or search and rescue ready to help our community

are willing to put their lives on the line for
needed service to our community. In order
extensive training is required by all of our
department who are fire fighter 1, 2, EMT,
and visitors afar.

Once again, I have to say our major expense is the upkeep of the firehouse. The fire station was built in 1963
and has aging problems and needs repairs. While we lose a certain amount of heat each year, the building
must be kept warm enough to prevent the engines from freezing.
The expenses for training, as well as trucks and equipment repairs and purchases, are funded through donations.
Meeting these expenses has been especially difficult, due in part to the excessive cost of fuel. We appreciate
the efforts and support of the Auxiliary as well as private donations that we receive. Without them, we could
not remain in operation. Thanks to all who participated in our annual ice fishing derby, pig roast, rabies
clinic and community day activities. The proceeds from these events help greatly to finance our department.
I would like to take this opportunity to invite anyone interested in joining the AVFD to apply. We are always
eager to welcome new members. I am honored to have the opportunity to serve as Alexandria's Fire Chief
again this year and will continue to strive to keep our town safe.

Respectfully yours,
Chief Dennis Manchester
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Alexandria Historical Society
for year ending December 31, 2009
Again in 2009 The Alexandria Historical Society, like many residents, was faced with many challenging
money issues. We closed the Tucker House for the winter months and were very happy when we could reopen
in the spring to warmer weather.

This year we hosted several meetings with guest speakers; these were well attended and enjoyed by all. I hope
you had the opportunity to attend. Look for details of future speakers on our new outdoor bulletin board on
the front lawn of the Tucker House.
With spring came the town-wide cleanup day as a part of NH the Beautiful. It was a great success with 88
bags of debris collected and removed. For participating in the State effort, the Town received 800 bulbs which

were planted in the fall. We look forward to all the beautiful blooms this spring.
Again in 2009, the Alexandria Historical Society participated in Alexandria Community Day with the sales
of ice creams, tours of the Tucker House and sale of small craft projects to benefit the restoration of the Town
Hall Grand Drapes.

Work continues on the Tucker House with the refinishing of the last two floors being completed after
Christmas in the Village in December.
Two large projects are underway for 2010; the first will be the restoration of the Grand Drape and stage
curtains at the Town/Grange Hall. This project is to begin at the end of January. The second project is the
restoration of a snow roller donated to the AHS by Sherman Wadhams.
Our meetings are the first Wednesday of the month, except January, at the Tucker House unless otherwise
noted. The meetings are held at 7:00 p.m., are free and open to the public. We will again be open on Mondays
from 4-6 for free computer access.

Respectfully submitted,
Patricia

A Moore, President
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Town Hall Preservation Society

For Year Ending December 31, 2009
The Preservation Society is a sub-group of the Alexandria Historical Society. Preservation of the Cardigan
Grange/Alexandria Town Hall is the focus of this group.
Started three years ago, enough money was raised through contributions and ham and bean suppers so that
work has just been completed on the restoration/preservation of the three hand-painted stage curtains. New
header boards, rollers and lines were installed. The curtains were cleaned, mended as necessary and touch-up
paint was applied. Special treatment was done on all four sides of each curtain to stabilize the fabric so that
they may once again be used.

The next area to be addressed will likely be the windows where each sash will be removed, the panes reglazed, new pulleys installed, pre-treating and sealing the window frame, installing trim and rehabilitation
of the storm windows.

Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Whitman, Chair
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Alexandria Conservation Commission

for year ending December 31, 2009
The 2009 was a quiet year for the Conservation Commission. The Commission is an appointed Town
Commission which obtains its guidance from RSA 36-A:1. Presently the Commission has a full board,
consisting of seven (7) members.

The members are Don Gagnon, Chairman, Kate Barrett, Vice Chairman,

Janet Towse, Secretary, Sue Hunt, Bonnie O’Brien-Poire, Bob Piehler and Steve Whitman.

There are two

(2) alternate positions available for serving on the Commission.

The mission of the Conservation Commission is to promote public awareness and the protection of our
natural resources. The Commission has no regulatory authority, but it is our duty to advise the Department
of Environmental Services (DES) on wetland regulatory matters and shoreland protection matters within
Alexandria. Another major responsibility is to accept gifts of land for conservation and conservations easements
on behalf of the Town.

The Conservation Commission follows a set of Bylaws which was written by Commission members in 2007
and revised in 2009. A copy of the Bylaws can be found in the Conservation Commission notebook at the
Town Office.
Although the Town Report is a reflection of the Commission’s activities in 2009, work often moves through
years before results are seen and can involve a regional approach. For example, the watershed master plan
involves nine (9) towns, completed by the NLRA, looks at water resource protection in the entire Newfound
Lake watershed. We, Alexandria are the largest land mass and water resource for the lake. Your Conservation
Commission is focusing our attention on an important water body, the bog. Its size is over 200 acres, a
natural area having a diversity of plants and supporting varied wildlife. Vegetation being the most important
component of wildlife habitat, the wetland is important for underwater food for aquatic species, semi-aquatic
species and amphibians, too. Maintaining the bog’s integrity is critical for maintaining the abundance and
species composition of wildlife throughout the bog.
The Conservation Commission invasive species project continues on. It is a three (3) year process. It was
started in 2008, continued in 2009 and will be ongoing this summer, 2010. The invasive plant, purple
loosestrife (Lythrum Salicaria) has lived and gained a strong hold in Folansbee Cove wetlands. It smothers
native plants, changing the wetlands where fish and marsh life can not continue to live. The State of New
Jersey Department of Agriculture has done extensive work in diminishing the loosestrife impact with the

Galerucella beetle which was developed in their laboratory. The beetles have been placed in the Cove for
the past two summers with promising results in decreasing the number of loosestrife plants. The plan is
to repeat the process again this summer. Many of the loosestrife plants along the roadside were dug up in
an attempt to decrease the spread into Alexandria’s wetlands. It is reported that the purple loosestrife was
brought into the United States as an ornamental plant in the early 19th century, now invades 284,000 acres
per year crowding out native plants in the United States.
Alexandria is a special place, beautiful mountains, babbling brooks, wonderful grasslands, unique marsh and
shrub wetlands, quality water, pretty lake, diverse plants, abundant wildlife, interesting birds and clean air.
A very special place to live.
Enjoy the beauty.
Alexandria Conservation Commission
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Alexandria Recycling Committee
for year ending December 31, 2009
The Alexandria Recycling Committee was created in 2008, and takes its direction from the Select Board. Its
purpose is to review how the town can take advantage of the opportunities available through recycling, making
the public aware ofthe recycling opportunities, and assisting the Select Board in coordinating our recycling
program. Additionally, the committee has been has been asked to investigate possible sites within town for
relocation of the transfer station, research the cost of acquiring and certifying a new site, or determine that
the present location is sufficient to meet the town’s current and future needs. Recommendations will be made
to the Select Board for consideration.

Serving on the committee are:

Bonnie O’Brien Poire [Chairperson],

Sue Cheney, Judy Kraemer, Merry Ruggirello, Todd Smith, Steve Whitman, and George Whittaker.

The people of Alexandria can be proud of their accomplishments in the recycling effort in 2009. Through
your cooperation and support, the town has realized considerable savings and has had a positive impact on
protecting our environment. With the costs of processing and waste removal rising, we need to take advantage
of any money saving opportunities. For every ton of recyclable material we can keep out of the household
waste containers, we save approximately $50 in handling expenses. Thanks to your support and the support
of our Select Board, we were able to expand our recycling capabilities during this past year to include glass,
plastics, and tin cans; and add new signs to make it easier to locate the containers. Many of you had an
Opportunity to visit our booth during Community Day and learn how much of our everyday trash can be
recycled. Our transfer station is not yet set up to handle all recyclables; however, in the coming year we hope
to expand the capabilities to include additional items. The market for recycled items is expanding, and we
want to put Alexandria in a position to take full advantage of these opportunities. Our town generates over
700 tons of non-construction waste every year. If we take full advantage of the recycling opportunities, we
have the potential to save over $20,000 a year in handling costs alone.
At the beginning of 2009, one of our objectives was to add glass, plastics, and tin cans as recyclable items
and reduce the amount of material going into the household trash container by 12%, or about 85 tons. This
goal was arrived at using the average percent of glass and plastics contained in household trash (18%), and
adjusting it to compensate for the time before the new containers would be available. This was an ambitious

goal, but we felt it was obtainable. As the result of your cooperation and support of the program, we reduced
the amount of household trash going into the compactor by just over 92 tons which resulted in a savings
of $4,722 - GREAT JOB!! Additionally, in large part because of the increased monitoring by the transfer
station personnel, the amount of construction and demolition trash being dumped at our transfer station was
down about 40% in 2009, reducing disposal costs by $10,677 from 2008. Revenue taken in by the transfer
station as the result of fees collected for the disposal of items requiring special handling and revenue generated
from the sale of recycled materials was $13,094.76. It has been a very positive year for the transfer station
and the recycling program — the results prove it.
During the upcoming year, the committee will continue evaluating potential sites for a new transfer station
and the associated costs. Committee members will continue to visit other facilities and attend meetings and
seminars in search of new and innovative ways to enhance the efficiency of our transfer station. Hopefully
the list of recyclable items can be expanded in the coming months as more markets become available. The
committee will continue to make recommendations to the Select Board to further streamline the operation of
the existing transfer station and expand the recycling effort. Currently it is difficult to identify exact dollar
savings directly attributable to recycling because the expenses and revenues are combined with the general
operating budget for the transfer station. In 2010, we are going to track the recycling activities more closely
with respects to the savings generated. This will help us in evaluating the program as we move forward.
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Residents will be provided with periodic updates by means of newsletter articles and informational bulletins
distributed at the transfer station and the town municipal building. Your opinion and suggestions are
always welcome, and you are encouraged to attend our meetings or contact any of our members. Currently
our meetings are held on the 1st Monday of the month at 6:30pm at the municipal building. Comments
and suggestions can also be emailed to: steve.whitman@att.net . Thank you all for your participation and
continued support of your recycling program.
5
|

The Alexandria Recycling Committee
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Alexandria Health Department
for year ending December 31, 2009
This has been an eventful year for the Health Officer.
We had several contaminated wells. People should get their well water checked periodically. Sample bottles
are available at the Town Hall or from the Health Officer.
We ran a free H1N1 immunization clinic in the old Town Hall for the surrounding towns. This was very
successful. Ninety-eight people received vaccines. This was the first clinic in the area to be open to all ages.

The state has changed the rules regarding septic systems: repairs and replacement. For information contact
your Health Officer or the Department of Environmental Services Subsurface Division.
There are also new regulations pertaining to underground storage tanks (USTs).

Respectfully Submitted,
George Whittaker
Health Officer
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Haynes Library
For Year Ending December 31, 2009

Checking Account

Balance 1/1/2009
Balance 12/31/2009
Savings Account
Balance 1/1/2009

Balance 12/31/2009

$
$

320.56
569.20

$
$

2,707.97
878.27

$
$

2,103.96
674.08

$
$

3,911.82
3,854.23

$
$

69.88
69.88

$
$

199.48
372.97

Book Fund Account

Balance 1/1/2009
Balance 12/31/2009
Wachovia Securities Account

Balance 1/1/2009
Balance 12/31/2009
Cash on Hand
Balance 1/1/2009

Balance 12/31/2009
Expenses

Electricity
Phone
Fuel Oil

$

65.82

Insurance
New Furnace

$
$

559.00
2,861.00

Report Filing Fees

$

150.00

Postage

$

6.49

$
$

466.59
250.00

General
Memorial

$
$

50.00
200.00

Furnace

S

65.00

Income

Interest from Trust Fund
Pancake Breakfast
Donations
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Alexandria Village School

For Year Ending December 31, 2009

The Alexandria Village School had a very successful year. We are well into the second year of
the after school program, with full enrollment. We have a great group of children from
Kindergarten to grade 5 and student volunteers in grades 6-9. One of our student volunteers is
earning a credit through the Newfound Regional School District's School-to-Work Program. We
also have a dedicated group of adult volunteers.

The children were ecstatic when they discovered the new swing set after going without one
last year. It was in such demand, we had to limit turns to 5 minutes for the first few months.
There’s something about a swing that makes children (and adults) feel good.
The program is free and includes a daily healthy snack, socialization with other children, many
different learning opportunities, outdoor play, community involvement, trips to the library and

many other activities.
This year the Grafton County Cooperative Extension conducted a volunteer training session at
AVS for 4-H leaders and others who were interested. Our AVS volunteers took advantage of
this training.
In January 2010, we received our 501 (c) 3 status from the IRS. We are now officially a
federal non-profit organization. This allows us to apply for a variety of grants. You may
remember our fundraising efforts last March at Town Meeting. We would like to thank all of
you who donated money and who supported our efforts.
In December we had a Christmas Party at the Town Hall, which was open to all. We had
refreshments and the children decorated the hall, sang songs and distributed handmade
bookmarks to all. One of our volunteers read “Twas the Night Before Christmas”. We also
had a surprise visit from Santa, who gave a gift to each child from the after school program
and to other children in attendance.
In March the children will, once again, go to the Town Hall to have their own election, voting on
questions which they put on their ballots. Afterward, they become the counters and total the
votes. This gives them a chance to experience the election process and attain a level of
comfort with being a future registered voter.
Last spring and fall the children participated in the community garden at the Municipal Building,
thanks to Cat for applying for and receiving a grant, and to Christie and Cat for all their hard
work. The children weeded, planted string beans and took part in the pumpkin harvest. On
one of their trips to the Village, they were able to pick and eat fresh string beans.

We are very thankful for our new white picket fence.
donated.

All materials and labor for this were

There's so much news, it’s hard to know where to stop. Again, thank you to all who have
supported AVS.
Respectfully submitted,
The Alexandria Recreation Advisory Council
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Alexandria Emergency Management
For Year Ending December 31, 2009

Donald E. Sullivan — Emergency Management Director

Dennis Manchester — Deputy Emergency Management Director
We have completed a review and update of the Emergency Management Plan this
year. This was the first step to completing the grant for the Generator for the Town Office
Building, which serves as our Emergency Operations Center, and the Town Hall, which would
serve as our Emergency Shelter. We are also looking to improve town-wide emergency
communications by installing a base radio at the Emergency Operations Center.
The Emergency Management Department has been working in conjunction with the
Health Department in addressing the H1N1 flu. Between regional efforts and opening our own
H1N1 flu vaccine clinic in Alexandria, the effects of the flu have been minimal.

By working with all of the Town Departments, the State and Federal Emergency
Management and our local Emergency Preparedness Coordinator, Jim Richardson, we
continue to do our best to be ready for any type of emergency.
| encourage everyone to visit the State of NH Emergency Management website that can
be reached through www.nh.gov and click on the Emergency Planning Brochure for ideas on
how to best prepare yourself and your family for an emergency.

Thank You
Donald E. Sullivan

Emergency Management Director
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Alexandria Community Garden
For Year Ending December 31, 2009

The lawn immediately surrounding the town hall
was pathetic. The soil was not much more than
brown sand. Why, a lawn would cost as much to
to put in as a vegetable garden, a much more
worthwhile endeavor. Immediately, Yankee genes
kicked in..."Why not a vegetable garden? Why
have a boring lawn when you can have a garden?

Since we have a certified NH Master Gardener
on staff, we were able to apply for and receive
a grant from the NH Master Gardeners Association
to cover the costs of start up for a community
garden. They provided hundreds of dollars for all
the tools and hoses, and many of the plants and
seeds. Other plants and seeds were donated.
Westlou Farm donated roto-tilling services (after
Dig Safe had come and gone) and bales of hay for
mulch. A crucial ingredient, organic fertilizer,
more commonly known as manure, was donated
by Ledge Hill Farm, picked up and delivered to
town hall by our road crew (on their own time).
Christie and Cat were the primary field hands and
overseers. The Alexandria Village School children
and adults came to help plant seeds, pull weeds, and yes, pick their pumpkins in the fall.
Others came by as they could to assist in garden care. Our heartfelt thanks to all who helped
and encouraged.
In spite of the cold and wet season, we were able to provide green and wax beans, straight
neck, crook neck and zucchini squashes, cucumbers, cabbages, lettuce, herbs, peppers and,
of course, pumpkins. Perhaps the most popular features were the salad bars; two tubs by the
front door to town hall. They were filled with cherry tomatoes, loose leaf lettuce and herbs.
People going in or out were encouraged top pick any ripe tomatoes and some lettuce, perhaps
spiced with rosemary. Since we had over 100 thriving tomato plants loaded with tomatoes, we
had visions of a town-wide spaghetti sauce cook off. It was not to be.....the dreaded tomato
blight of 2009 destroyed all of our tomato plants.

This is Alexandria! We are not deterred! The garden will be back this year (with tomatoes) and
we plan to add a strawberry bed. Come by and check it out; perhaps pull a weed or two. The
produce will be put in a basket in the lobby of the municipal building. Alexandria residents are
invited to come take what they can use from the basket.

Respectfully submitted, Cat White & Christie Phelps, Farmhands
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WELLINGTON

WINDS

The Park is now in its winter mode. The big winter event is
that the AVDF Winter Fishing Derby is to be held at the Park
in the Moose Tracks Area on February 27 and 28.Come and
support the fun event and buy your ticket $15.00 each person.
The food stand will be set up at the Pump House Area near the
shoreline. Not only are there prizes for the biggest fish in each
category but drawing of prizes for lucky number ticket holders
every half hour. Come and bring your ice fishing gear
DOT has been very good in plowing the Park out. This makes
easy access to the lake for the ice fishing, winter skiing, snowshoeing and ski- mobiling
The main body of the Lake froze over fairly early this year,
December 30 to be exact. Right now we are measuring 11
inches of ice and most of it is black ice. Our bob house hit the
ice Jan 20 with anticipation of a good ice fishing season.
However there is a dangerous strip of open water out in the
middleat the time of this writing Jan 22.2010,( ski-mobilers be
aware of this area).
Did you know that there are sculpins in this lake? It is a fish
that likes cold deep water and only grows up to 4 inches. Lake
trout will feed on these as well as smelt.
COME ON DOWN AND ENJOY
THE WINTER ACTIVITIES
Bill Grout
Wellington State Park
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Lakes Region Household Hazardous Waste Collection
for year ending December 31, 2009

The 2009 Lakes Region Household Hazardous Waste

(HH W) Collections were conducted in a safe and efficient

manner on July 25, 2009 and August 1, 2009 at eight different locations. The event was coordinated by the
Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC). 1,569 households participated in this annual collection; overall
this represents 4.1% of the households in the twenty-three Lakes Region communities that participated in
this year’s HHW collection. The percentage of households participating from individual communities ranged
from less than 1% to more than 10%.
Over 19,000 gallons of HHW and nearly 30,000 feet of fluorescent bulbs were disposed of properly. Paint
products continue to comprise nearly 50% of our cost of disposal.
This year’s survey focused on outreach efforts by NHDES regarding the proper disposal of insecticides and
devices containing mercury (fluorescent tubes, bulbs, TVs, computer screens and thermostats). When asked
about the need for another permanent HHW facility in the region, responses were mixed, with great variation
depending on the site. More than 60% of the respondents at the Belmont and Franklin sites felt there was
a need for such a facility.
For the second consecutive year, and Unwanted Medications Collection was held at the Gilford site in
conjunction with the Lakes Region HHW Collection. It was open to all residents and homeowners in the
participating Lakes Region communities; 65 households from six different communities participated. The
costs associated with this were paid for by the Gilford Police Department and School District with funds
from a two year NH Dept. of Education grant. Next year’s collection will be funded by the Gilford Drug
and Alcohol Task Force.

The estimated cost per Lakes Region household was $2.15. The cost to communities for 2010 will remain
the same as it was for 2009. The next Household Hazardous Waste Collections will be held July 31, 2010
and August 7, 2010. All residents and property owners in participating communities are encouraged to take
this opportunity to safely dispose of your household hazardous products. For more information, check with
your local coordinator or LRPC (http://www.lakesrpc.org/services hhw.asp) for details.
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COMMUNITY

30 North Main Street - Bristol

CENTER

- NH 03222

Phone 603.744.2713 - Fax 603.744.3502
Email ttcc@metrocast.net - Website www.ttccrec.org

2009 Report to the Town of Alexandria
The TTCC staff would like to wish everyone a Happy & Healthy 2010.
We are grateful to all of the volunteers, sponsors, coaches and donors that helped to make 2009 a success.
With your help we were able to offer some exciting programs and fundraisers. Here are just a few of the
highlights:
°
Newfound Biggest Loser: We are pleased to report that after three sessions of the Biggest Loser
Program participants have lost 1,420 lbs in 2009. Way to go!! This brings our total in three years to 3,666
Ibs lost in our community!
°
Annual Fund: Our 2009 Annual Fund campaign has been a tremendous success.
been amazing. We are so grateful for the generosity of all those that have contributed.

The response has

°
Westward Bound Teen Expedition III: Fourteen incoming 9th grade students participated in a
weeklong trip to Nevada, Utah, Arizona & California during August of 2009. They visited Bryce Canyon,
Zion and the Grand Canyon National Parks as well as Hoover Dam, Best Friends Animal Sanctuary in
Angel Canyon, Utah, the desert area around Needles, California and the city of Las Vegas. We are grateful
to the many trip sponsors that helped to make this possible. The teens that were chosen to participate sold
cash calendars to help offset the cost of the trip as well. They logged 1,500 miles over 8 days and had the
opportunity to learn many new things about our beautiful southwestern United States.
We would like to
thank New Hampshire Electric Coop for the grant we received toward the cost of the 2009 trip.

Some of the building projects completed this year included replacing old fuse boxes, new stairs on the
emergency front entrance, painting and a new ceiling for the old Archery Range (now the Biggest Loser
Office), repainting the downstairs floor and bathrooms, new shelves for the game room and a refurbished
furnace. We have a major project goal for 2010 — to get new shingles on the roof. We have been quoted an
amount of $80,000 so far and will be putting it out to bid. A special fund is being set up for this project
and we have received $1,700 to date. We will be undertaking a fundraising campaign and have an ambitious
goal of doing the work this fall!!_ Thank you to the Bristol United Church of Christ Women’s Association
for kicking off this fund!

We would like to express our continued gratitude to the Bristol United Church of Christ for the use of
the TTCC building. Their support of our program is priceless! Thanks to the Bristol Rotary Club, Bristol
Community Services and the Bristol United Church ofChrist for scholarship funding for our summer camp
participants. The Slim Baker Foundation continues to support our summer program with donations of funds
for activities and through the use of their facility. We also want to thank the NH Marathon Committee,
which donated a record $5,000 from the proceeds of the marathon in 2009. Finally, a huge thank you to all
of the 2009 Annual Fund donors. You gave over $20,000 in 2009 and we are humbled by your generosity!
In closing we want to thank the residents of the Newfound Towns for your support of the TTCC.
recreate with us in 2010. The Benefits are Endless...

Come &
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Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc.
for year ending December 31, 2009
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. is a private nonprofit organization that provides programs and
services to support the health and well being of our communities’ older citizens. The Council’s services enable
elderly individuals to remain independent in their own homes and communities for as long as possible.
GCSCC operates eight senior centers in Plymouth, Littleton, Canaan, Lebanon, Bristol, Orford, Haverhill and

Lincoln; operates adult in-home care from offices in Lebanon and Haverhill; and
ServiceLink Resource Center and RSVP and the Volunteer Center. Through
RSVP, older adults and their families take part in a range of community-based
home delivered meals, community dining programs, transportation, counseling,
services, recreational and educational programs, and volunteer opportunities.

sponsors the Grafton County
the centers, ServiceLink and
long-term services including
elder care, chore/home repair

During 2009, 65 older residents of Alexandria were served by one or more of the Council’s programs offered
through the Plymouth Regional Senior Center, Newfound Area Senior Services, ServiceLink, and RSVP:
e Older adults from Alexandria enjoyed 226 balanced meals in the company of friends in the senior
dining rooms.
e They received 78 hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by caring volunteers.

e They were transported to health care providers and other community resources on 261 occasions.

e They were assisted on 43 occasions by ServiceLink and on 15 occasions by our outreach workers
who helped them access needed services and benefits,.
e Alexandria’s elderly citizens also volunteered to put their talents and skills to work for a better
community through 1,392 hours of volunteer service.
The cost to provide Council services for Alexandria residents in 2009 was $7,812.33.

Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want to remain in their own homes and out of
institutional care in spite of chronic health problems and increasing physical frailty, saving tax dollars that
would otherwise be expended for nursing home care. They also contribute to a higher quality of life for
older friends and neighbors. As our population grows older, supportive services such as those offered by the
Council become even more critical.
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much appreciates Alexandria’s support for our programs that
enhance the independence and dignity of older citizens and enable them to meet the challenges of aging in
the security and comfort of their own communities and homes.

Roberta Berner, Executive Director
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Voices Against Violence
for year ending December 31, 2009
From July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2009, Voices Against Violence worked with 552 adult and child
victims/survivors who have been affected by domestic or sexual violence or stalking. In
Alexandria alone, we provided 391 services to 24 male and female victims of domestic
violence or sexual assault, as well as provided countless hours of education and support
around these issues to other individuals and organizations in your town.
Direct services included crisis counseling through our 24-hour hotlines; one-on-one crisis and
ongoing advocacy; providing emergency shelter to women and children; support groups;
hospital, police and court accompaniment; restraining orders and other legal assistance;
providing food, clothing and transportation; advocating for families’ medical/mental health,
housing and financial needs; assisting with educational and employment opportunities; and
much more.
Following are the services we provided to adults and children living in Alexandria in the 20082009 year (please note, individuals may receive multiple services):
Court Accompaniment
Counseling Services
Crisis Counseling
Emerg. Legal Advocacy
Follow-Up
Transportation

14
Zo
54
45
Do
1

Information
Tio
Material Goods Assistance
9
Personal Advocacy
20
Protective Order
10
Safety Planning
29
Victims Compensation
6

Voices reached an additional 2,269 individuals through our education and outreach programs.
Among those programs were workshops for students and faculty at area schools on topics
such as bullying prevention, healthy relationships and boundaries, how to help a friend in an
abusive situation and teen dating violence. We are also working with law enforcement and
community agencies in your area to create a unified community response to domestic and
sexual violence, and will be placing a great deal of effort in our prevention activities that will
hopefully alleviate long-term burdens on the town that result from family violence.
We greatly appreciate all of your past support.

Sincerely,
Lisa M. Farmer,
Executive Director
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands work collaboratively to
reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or
Fire Department to determine if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is
required for all outside burning unless the ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services also prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire departmentor DES at I800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to protect
New Hampshire's forest resources. For more information please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at
www.nhdfLorg.

Spring fire season was unusually short this past year, with wet weather beginning the third week in April and lasting virtually all summer
long. Consequently both the number of fires and the number of acres burned were below the last five year average. Due to state budget
constraints, the staffing of our statewide system of 16 fire lookout towers was limited to class II] or higher fire danger days. Despite the
reduction in the number of days staffed, our fire lookout towers are credited with keeping most fires small and saving several structures
this season due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities. The towers fire spotting capability was supplemented this year by
contracted aircraft and the Civil Air Patrol when fire danger was especially high. Surprisingly the largest single fire this year occurred in
late November during an unusual dry spell, in the northern Coos County town of Clarksville. This fire burned 17.1 acres and is presumed
to have been caused by a careless hunter. Many homes in New Hampshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area
where homes and flammable wildland fuels intermix. Several of the fires during the 2009 season threatened structures, a constant
reminder that forest fires burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to their
home. Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green space around
your home free of flammable materials.

Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at www.firewise.org.

Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department and the state’s Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
2009 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of December 3, 2009)

(figures do not include fires under the jurisdiction of the White Mountain National Forest)
con

States
# of Fires

a

Noeka e
Hillsborough
Merrimack
Rockingham

na °

© Acres
@ # of Fires
DNDW
WLU
©oN

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Arson
Debris
Campfire
Children
Smoking
Railroad
Equipment
Lightning
Misc.*

Total Fires

Total Acres

4
2009
334
173
184
2008
455
175
18
2007
437
212
12
2006
500
473
15
2005
546
174
Pe)
5
0
91 (*Misc.: power lines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRE
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FOR TOWN ANNUAL REPORTS
LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
2009

The Lakes Region continues to grow and evolve. As our economy and world change, so does the work we are
engaged in. The Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC) is an organization established according to state law
to provide area communities and the region with the capacity to respond to and shape the pressures of change in a
purposeful way. With a service area covering over 1,200 square miles in Belknap, Carroll, Grafton and Merrimack
Counties, the LRPC provides a wide range of planning services to member municipalities. The Commission offers
direct and support services including technical assistance, geographic information systems, transportation planning,

land use, environmental planning, hazard planning and economic development.
Local, state, and federal
resources primarily fund the LRPC.
We also maintain a regular dialogue with state agencies as a resource for the
entire Lakes Region. Our overall goal is to provide support, knowledge, and leadership to the governments,
businesses, and citizens of the Lakes Region.

Some of the services provided on behalf of the town of Alexandria and the region in the past fiscal year are noted
below:
LOCAL

e

At the request of local officials, attended a planning board forum held to provide citizens an opportunity to
discuss and comment on a proposed zoning ordinance.

*

Responded to a request for demographic data on school populations.

¢

Provided copies of the NH Planning and Land Use Regulations to the town at considerable savings.

LAND USE
*

Responded daily to requests from local communities for land use, transportation, environmental, and other
information and guidance.

¢

Prepared master plans, capital improvement programs, local emergency operations
ordinances, subdivision regulations, and related services for several communities.

*

Maintained
proposals.

*

Organized and facilitated a discussion on the development of local impact fee methodologies at the Pines
Community Center in Northfield.

*

Contributed to the preparation
document and ILU Mapper.

*

Received

circuit rider planning services for municipalities interested

funding

from

of the award

the Pardoe

winning

Foundation

Innovative

to conduct

Smart

Land

plans,

zoning

in assistance with development

Use (ILU)

Growth

Audits

Guidance

(SGA)

resource

for selected

communities.

*

Organized and hosted three public Municipal Law Lectures, in cooperation with the NH Local
Government Center: 1) Constitutional Issues in Land Use Regulations; 2) The Five Variance Criteria in
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the 21°° Century; and 3) What Do You
Approvals, Violations and Revocation.

Do When

They

Stop Building? Vested

Rights, Modified

TRANSPORTATION

*

Conducted over 150 traffic and turning movement counts around the region.

*

Attended and hosted the Governor's Advisory Commission on Intermodal Transportation (GACIT) meeting.

*

Convened many meetings of the LRPC Transportation Technical Advisory Committee
local involvement in regional transportation planning and project development.

*

Prepared a 2009 Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) Process Guide for distribution to our
communities. Submitted regional transportation priorities for consideration by the NH Department of
Transportation (NHDOT).

*

Completed the NH Route 28 Corridor Safety Study, and acquired best management
Surface Management Systems (RSMS) software.

(TAC) to enhance

skills using Road

PUBLIC FACILITIES GOAL:

¢

Modified and improved Community Facilities standard maps.

Updated maps are posted to LRPC.

HOUSING
¢

Drafted a process to conduct a Workforce Housing Audit to help communities determine if their planning
regulations and laws are in compliance with the Workforce Housing law.

*

Contributed to statewide sessions and participated on housing needs assessment methods.

¢

Participated in workforce housing forums with the Work Here, Live Here Committee,
Lakes Region Housing Coalition.

and the Eastern

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

*

Continue to work with area economic development groups including Belknap County Economic Council
(BCEDC), Grafton County Economic Development Council (GCEDC), Franklin Business and Industrial
Development Corporation (FBDIC), and the Wentworth Economic Development Council CWEDCO).

*

Completed the Lakes Region Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS), A Plan
Sustainable Progress, and submitted it to the U.S. Economic Development Administration (EDA)
acceptance.

*

Coordinated

an

Economics

Day

for Leadership

Lakes

Region

and

co-presented

the

Lakes

for
for

Region

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) to attendees.

¢

Applied for and received a three year $400,000 Brownfields grant from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
The funds will be used to conduct several site assessments and environmental site
characterizations.

*

Completed a Phase I Lakes Region Broadband Study to determine
broadband service.

¢

Planned and facilitated the third Lakes Region Energy Alliance meeting.
local energy committees brought together to share ideas and activity.

the extent and capacity of existing
The Alliance is a consortium of
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7
i

Completed the 2009 Development Trends Report and distributed it to all Lakes Region municipalities and
many other stakeholders.

NATURAL RESOURCES
¢

Collaborated with other planning commissions to present water resources ordinances
Environmental Planning Program (REPP) at the Fall Planning Conference.

for the Regional

*

Received a Source Water Protection Grant contract from the New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services (NHDES) to work with the Green Mountain Conservation Group (GMCG) and _ several
municipalities on behalfof ground water protection in the Ossipee aquifer.

*

Received a notice of award from the National
additional Winnipesaukee watershed planning.

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for
Continue to work with several partners on the Lake

Winnipesaukee Watershed Management Plan (LWWMP).
¢

Continue to represent the region at meetings of the Lakes Region Household Hazardous Product Facility to
explore the ways and means the facility may encourage other communities to participate.

*

Received support through the NH Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) and the federal
American Recovery and Revitalization Act (ARRA) to continue work on the Pemigewasset Watershed Cooccurrence Model.

e

Continue to organize and coordinate two annual Household
involving 23 member communities.

Hazardous Waste (HHW) collections a year,

UTILITY AND PUBIC SERVICE GOAL:

*

Presented the lakesrpc.org energy website to partner groups, municipalities, and agencies throughout the
state, as part of the Lakes Region Energy Alliance.

NATURAL HAZARDS
*

Completed several Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) updates, and Local Emergency Operations Plans (LEOPs).

REGIONAL CONCERNS
*

Convened six Commission meetings that featured a range of topics, ranging from the NH Rail Transit
Authority, proposed legislation, Transportation Plans/Projects, NH Water Resources Primer and Survey, and
a public hearing on the roles communities should have in regulating large ground water withdrawals.

¢

Met with the Legislative Policy Committee of the NH Association of Regional Planning
(NHARPC) to review and make recommendations on over 70 bills and legislative requests.

*

Conducted outreach and provided assistance at the Geographic
offered in Laconia. Attended 2010 Census training.

¢

Met with PlusTimeNH staff to discuss the possibilities for learning opportunities for high school students in
the region.

e

Information

System

Commission

(GIS) workshops

Maintain and host LRPC’s website, www.lakesrpc.org, for current regional planning activities and events.
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Tri-County Community Action Program, Inc.
for year ending December 31, 2009

Tri-County Community Action Program is a private, non-profit agency located in
Plymouth, NH.

Through the efforts of Tri-County Communication Action, the citizens of
Alexandria have received a total of $86,747.00 in services between July 1, 2008
and June 30, 2009. This represents an increase of $35,956.00 from the previous
year.

The following is a report of services provided in fiscal year 2008-2009:
# of
Services Provided:
Households __| Dollar Value
Fuel Assistance, including 3 emergencies
oo
Weatherization
1
State-Wide Electric Assistance Program
32

Community Contact provides these and other necessary services for the less
fortunate citizens in your town and surrounding vicinities. We are depending
upon funding from your town and others countywide to enable us to continue our
services. We sincerely appreciate the Town of Alexandria’s past support and look
forward to our continuing partnership to provide essential services to your
residents.
Very truly yours,
Amanda DiFilippe
Plymouth Community
Contact Coordinator
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Raymond S. Burton
338 River Road

Bath, NH 03740
Tel.(603) 747-3662
Car Phone (603) 481-0863
E-mail: ray.burton@myfairpoint.net
Executive

Councilor

Seve all

Report to the People of District One
By: Executive Councilor Ray Burton

2009 was indeed the year of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA)/Stimulus Funds in New Hampshire!
As of November 4, 2009, $579,305,870.00 had been allocated in New
Hampshire in nine areas: business/community; education; employment;
energy; health; housing; safety; technology and transportation. Of that
$181,463,876.00 went to Council District One towns and cities and the
counties of Belknap, Carroll, Coos, Grafton and Sullivan.

The ARRA money has enabled local, state and county government to
work on projects that have been in process and planning for years.
For a complete listing of these projects go to:
www.ed.state.nh.us/education/recovery/index.htm or write to my office.
Governor Lynch has now submitted the New Hampshire Transportation
Plan to the New Hampshire House and Senate. Highways/bridges, rail,
aviation and public projects are among the proposed recommendations.
Contact your local State Senator and Legislator for details about what
projects you believe to be key ones for your region.
As Councilor, I do not see new revenues being raised in New Hampshire
State Government. With the decline in existing revenues leading to cut
backs in services, only time will determine what the law making branch
has in mind for new dollars. Keep in close touch with your local State
Senator and Legislator to make sure costs are NOT passed on to county
and local government.

Towns in Council District #1

CARROLL COUNTY:
Albany, Bartlett,

Chatham, Conway, Eaton,
Effingham, Freedom, Hart's Loc.,
Jackson, Madison, Moultonborough,
Ossipee, Sandwich, Tamworth,
Tuftonboro, Waketieid, Wollaboro,

GRAFTON COUNTY:
Alexandria, Ashiand, Bath,
Benton, Bethishem, Bridgewater,
Bristol, Campton, Canaan,
Dorchester, Easton, Ellsworth,
Enfield, Franconia, Gratton,
Groton, Hanover, Haverhill,
Hebron, Holderness, Landaff,
Lebanon, Lincoin, Lisbon,
Livermore, Littleton, Lyman,

Lyme, Monroe, Orange, Orford
Piermont, Plymouth, Rumney,
Sugar Hill, Thornton, Warren,
Waterville Vallay, Wentworth,
Woodstock

The Governor and Council are required by law to fill dozens of boards
and commissions with volunteers. If you are interested in serving, please
send a letter of interest and your resume to Governor John Lynch,
Attention: Jennifer Kuzma, Appointment Liaison, State House, 107
North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301
For the current list of what
possible appointments might be coming up go to:
http: / /www.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index.htm.

There is a constant flow of informational items available at my office:
tourist maps, consumer handbooks and the New Hampshire
Constitution. Each Monday I send, via e-mail, the schedule of my weekly
meetings and other information. Send me your e-mail to be added to the
list at rburton@nh.gov or find the schedule on my State House web page
at: http: //www.nh.gov/council/district1/schedules.

Contact my office anytime I can be of help.
COOS COUNTY:
Berlin, Carroll, Clarksville,

Colebrook, Columbia, Dalton,
Dixville, Dummer, Errol,
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Newfound Area Nursing Association
214 Lake Street, Bristol, NH 03222

Town of Alexandria

2009 Report
Mission Statement: To promote and provide both health and therapeutic services to individuals
and families in our community. Our services and programs are individualized to maximize
clinical and social outcomes to enhance the quality of life throughout the communities we
service.
2009 Summary of Services for the Town of Alexandria
Skilled Nursing
356
Physical Therapy
150
Occupational Therapy
127
Home Health Aide
22
Homemaker
Social Service Visits
Maternal Child Health

69
i
4
729

Organization Outreach Programs:

Flu Vaccine Administration: NANA immunized more than 400 clients and residents in the
towns we serve. Our thanks go to the citizens of our member municipalities, with their support
NANA was able to continue to provide services to our frail and elder population.

Well Child Clinics: Monthly clinics were provided for physicals, immunizations, and nutrition
and health education.
Hypertension (Blood Pressure) Screenings:

Foot Care Clinics:

129 Clients

155 Clients

Walk In Blood Tests:

80 Clients

All Hazards Planning: NANA is a participating member of the Bristol-Franklin Emergency
Management System working with state and town officials to prepare and execute pandemic
immunization plans and other public health awareness programs. NANA’s knowledge of special
populations throughout the Newfound region is vital to planning for catastrophic events.
Federal and State Programs: Federal and State Programs: NANA, along with other health
and human services providers in the industry, continues to be challenged by economic impacts of
County, State and Federal budget issues. Our reimbursement rates continue to decline while
patient acuity rises as more and more care is delivered in the home setting. In January 2008 and
again in January 2009, Medicare reduced reimbursement for 60 day episodes by 2.75% each year.
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An additional 2.75% reduction in reimbursement is scheduled for January 2010. Overall
reduction in reimbursement rates will total 8.25% since 2008. As one of the smallest certified
home care agencies in New Hampshire, we are challenged to be more efficient and effective in
our service delivery programs. In an effort to reduce operating costs, indirect staff has been cut
by 2.1 FTE (full time equivalents). This reflects a 41.2% decrease in non-revenue generating
support staff.
The percentage of reimbursement for home care visits by payer:

Medicare 71.2%, Medicaid

10.9%, Private Insurances 14.7%, and other sources 3.2 %.

NANA provided 24 non-billable visits to Alexandria residents: (Nursing 18, Physical Therapy
3, Occupational Therapy |, Homemaker

|, and Home Health Aide 1) totaling $3,560.

These

visits were completed to meet the regulatory requirements under the conditions of participation in
the Medicare/Medicaid Certified Program and patient needs.

Nursing and Therapist shortages are compounded by our rural location. Salaries must be
competitive with larger home care agencies and hospitals to attract and retain qualified staff.
Increased gasoline prices also impact a professional’s decision to choose home care versus
institutional employment. All current openings have been filled with qualified professional staff.
Due to unforeseen circumstances within our Physical Therapy department, NANA needed to
purchase contract staffing for 4 months incurring a higher cost to provide this service.
Provider of Quality Patient Care: NANA passed the recent state certification survey on
September 17 and 18, 2008 and was found to be deficiency-free. With stringent state and federal
regulations, very few agencies achieve this honor. This was NANA’s second deficiency-free
survey inarow. NANA is committed to providing excellent care.
NANA Professional Memberships:
¢
VNAA - Visiting Nurse Associations of America
¢
HCANH — Home Care Association of New Hampshire

Education: NANA produces a quarterly newsletter that 1s distributed to NANA clients and
throughout the community.
RACE Team (Reduce Acute Care Episodes) which provides patients in three major disease
categories specialized and intensive education and services surrounding their disease process.
These include diabetes, congestive heart failure and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Social Services:

Medical Social Worker Services for counseling, nursing home placement

assistance, and assistance with accessing available community resources.

Senior Companion Program is available to seniors in the community.
Community Representation/Collaboration: Our expanding collaboration with community
partners gives us the opportunity to participate in groups that are instrumental in addressing the
obstacles that make service delivery challenging to our elderly population and children. We are
proud to have a voice for the community residents 1n the Newfound Area in such groups as:
¢
Southern Grafton County Elder Wrap
*
Newfound Area Senior Services Advisory Council
*
Grafton County ServiceLink Advisory Board
¢
Rural Home Care Network
¢
Grafton County Area Committee On Aging
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¢

Franklin-Bristol All Health Hazards Region Emergency Preparedness and Response
Team

*
e
¢
*
¢
¢
¢

Caring Community Network of the Twin Rivers
Transitions in Caregiving Advisory Committee
Transitions in Caregiving Flex Funds Committee
Central New Hampshire Health Care Partnership
Newfound Children’s Team
Bridges to Prevention
Weinberg/Caregiver Connections

‘

Additionally: On average, compared to most home care agencies, NANA’s clients are 4 years
older than the national average. Our clients are fiercely independent. NANA’s goal is to provide
innovative programs promoting independence. Through your support our clients can continue to
be contributors to versus dependents of the town.
We will celebrate our 50" birthday in May of 2010 and look forward to continuing to serve the
Newfound area for many years to come. We are most thankful for your support both financially
and with your presence volunteering in the many areas that help us to provide services to our
clients.
Newfound Area Nursing Association is pleased to offer quality home care and supportive
services to area residents.

The staff, volunteers, and Board of Directors work very hard to meet

the health care needs of those in our community.
prosperous 2010.

Respectfully Submitted,

Patricia A. Wentworth
Executive Director

We are looking forward to a healthy and
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Newfound Lake Region Association — 2009 Annual Report
The Newfound Lake Region Association is a nonprofit charitable organization. Our mission is
to protect Newfound Lake and its watershed. The Association — through education, programs
and collaboration — promotes conservation and preservation of the region’s natural, social and
economic resources.
During 2009 the NLRA continued to provide valuable services to towns in the 63,000-acre
Newfound River watershed. Highlights of 2009 are summarized in this annual report.
Every Acre Counts: The Newfound Watershed Master Plan was completed in October 2009 to
provide a scientific basis for local land use planning that protects water quality. This three-year
collaborative effort led by the NLRA brought $184,000 in federal funding and over 8,000 hours
of volunteer labor for environmental and economic planning to the Newfound Region. Printed
copies of Volume I were provided to the Alexandria Select Board, Planning Board and
Conservation Commission. Both Volume | and the extensive technical reports compiled in
Volume II can be reviewed or borrowed from the NLRA (office at 800 Lake St., Bristol), as

well as accessed on the NLRA web site at:
www.newtoundlake.org/watershedmasterplan

The NLRA anticipates additional federal funding in 2009 to implement key recommendations of
Every Acre Counts. Three of these key recommendations include: providing a shared
professional planner to assist local Planning Boards; working with the State and watershed
Towns to classify Newfound Lake as a high quality water of special significance to better
preserve our excellent water quality; and expanding our stream monitoring programs farther into
the hills surrounding Newfound Lake. We greatly appreciate all that the town has done to be
part of this important and regionally-recognized project! Special thanks go to the following
members of the Every Acre Counts steering committee:
¢

Kate Barrett, Cindy Williams and Janet Towse.

Our Land and Watershed Committee has attracted some of the most talented and dedicated land
conservation experts that anyone could hope for. These volunteers are the heart ofa
collaborative partnership formed between the NLRA, the Forest Society and the Lakes Region
Conservation Trust in February 2009. Committee members will be reaching out to landowners
and Towns throughout the Newfound Region in an effort to conserve the land that protects our
water quality, provides our open space and scenery, and creates our rural character. Alexandria’s
interests on the Land and Watershed Committee are well represented by Kate Barrett.
The scope of NLRA’s activities is made possible only by the generous gifts of time from many
Alexandria volunteers:
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Lake Hosts (inspect for milfoil and other invasive species, educate boaters of this
dangerous threat): Ed Weber, Glen and Alicia Copatch.
Weed Watchers (inspect near-shore lake bottom for changes in plant growth): Kate
Barrett and Cindy Williams.
:

Tributary Monitors (monitor water quality of streams): Bill & Joan Bell and JanetTowse.

Floating Classroom (public educational tours on the NLRA pontoon boat): Alicia and
Glen Copatch.
Purple loosestrife eradication (biologic and physical control of invasive species): Kate
Barrett.

Adopt-A-Highway (pick up litter from roads that encircle the lake): Ed & Marion Weber
and Kate Barrett.
Newfound Tracking Team (monitor wildlife activity in the watershed): Monica Raymond,
Carolyn Sharp, Jenny Tuthill.
All-around volunteers (Naturally Newfound Fair, town fairs, workshops, special events):
Brenda and John Ackerman.
We look forward to hosting the Naturally Newfound Fair on the last Saturday in June, hopefully
again at the lovely Ash Cottage in Hebron. Last but not least we would like to thank all
Alexandria residents for your financial support of the NLRA in 2009. If you are not yet a
member of the NLRA please join us today. Together, we can meet our shared vision of clean
water, healthy forests and rural character for years to come!
Best regards,

fuldb
Boyd Smith, Director
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GRAFTON COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2009
The Grafton County Commissioners are pleased to present the following reports and financial statements for the
period of July 01, 2008 — June 30, 2009. The Grafton County Commissioners share these reports with you, our
citizens, so that you may have a glimpse at the happenings of your County Government.
Financially, fiscal year 2009 was a very good year for the County. Total Revenues exceeded budget projections by
$1.9M. The total revenue received for the fiscal year was $33,344,910. Expenses were below budget estimates by
$1.5M. The total expended was $31,410,396 with $18,801,280 being raised in County taxes. The budget process
for FY 2010 was no less challenging than previous years. In fact, it was quite a bit more difficult given the status of
the economy. The County Commissioners sent out a mandate to their department heads in January,2009 that they
were to submit level funded budgets for the upcoming fiscal year. This is an incredibly difficult task given increases
that are beyond the control of the departments. The Commissioners wanted to produce a budget that spared the
taxpayers but at the same time did not cut the County workforce. The County accomplished this, the budget
decreased by 1.19% while the amount to be raised by taxes decreased 6.62%. The County is receiving FMAP
funds (Federal Medicaid Assistant Percentage) which is an increase in funds attributable to the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act. This did provide assistance with the fiscal year 2010 budget, but is only a one-time shot of
funds and will not be there in the future. This will cause a gap in future years. In addition Departments made many
sacrifices to deliver level funded or reduced budgets as requested by the Commissioners. Revenues increased
slightly.
The Department of Corrections continued to be a major focus during fiscal year 2009. The project was on-hold for
much of the year as a lawsuit was filed in March, 2008 regarding the vote that was taken by the Delegation to
authorize the bond for the project. That lawsuit went to trial in late summer and continued into late September. A
decision was issued by the Superior Court in November. The decision stated that the County had violated RSA 91A in two incidents, but that the deficiencies were not significant enough to overturn the Delegation vote that was
taken to authorize the bond for the new facility. The plaintiffs were awarded a small portion of their attorney’s fees
by the Superior Court. In April, 2009 the Plaintiffs appealed this decision to the NH Supreme Court where the case
remains pending as of this writing.
In the meantime, the County has moved forward on the design of the facility. In February, 2009 a decision was
made by the Board of Commissioners to reduce the size of the facility. This was responsive to letters they had
received from numerous communities and due to the strain of the economic times. The re-designed facility is 150
beds and approximately 92,000 square feet of occupied space. It is also being developed with a geo-thermal heating
and cooling source. The estimated project cost for the redesigned facility is $36,000,000. The County is still
calculating impacts to the communities that this reduced facility will have.
Another major project that was investigated during the year was alternative energy. Commissioner Richards
chaired an Alternative Energy Committee that met and conducted a feasibility study (with the assistance of The
Biomass Energy Resource Center, Montpelier, VT) to determine what the best method of alternative energy there
was for the Grafton County Complex. The study concluded that a wood-chip biomass central plant for the Complex
to be the best method. Almost immediate savings in oil costs and its associated issues would be realized. Since that
time the County has been investigating grants, loans and other funding sources to secure $2.5 million funding for
this project. At this time we continue to look for funding.

The County continues to participate in the prescription drug discount program that is presented to the County
through the National Association of Counties and sponsored by CareMark. There is no cost to the County or to the
citizens. The program is a discount program that reduces the cost of prescription drugs on the average of 20% for
those who have no prescription drug coverage. Grafton County residents had saved a total of $267,575.37 on
prescription drugs since the County began offering the program in September, 2006. Getting enrolled in the
program is simple — just place a call to the Commissioners’ Office and request a card, the only information needed
is your name and address and we will mail you a card. These cards are also available at any participating pharmacy.
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The NH Association of Counties Annual Conference was held at the Mount Washington Hotel on October 5™ to 8"
. During the conference at the Annual Banquet, Grafton County Corrections Medical Coordinator Auralie Achilles
was recognized as the County Corrections Medical Employee of the Year; Farm Manager Don Kimball, Sgt. Dale
Paronto and Admin Asst. Brenda Paronto were recognized with the County Team Award for their work on the
Grafton County Farm Stand; Former Human Resource Director Joanne Mann was recognized as the County Human
Resource Director of the Year; Health Information Manager Tammy Robbins was recognized as the County
Nursing Home Employee of the Year and Executive Director Julie Clough was recognized as County Administrator
of the Year. Also recognized was former Executive Director Evelyn Smith, who was presented with the Edna
McKenna Public Service Award. Congratulations on a job well done, we are very proud of you!

Fiscal Year 2009 brought some changes to the County family. Treasurer Carol Elliott was defeated in the election
and finished her term in December, 2008. In January, 2009, the County welcomed Treasurer Vanessa Sievers. In
addition to the changes in elected officials, the County had a number of long-term employees retire during fiscal
year 2009. We wish the best to all of them.
The Grafton County Drug Court program continues to be a success. Participation has grown to nearly 20 andto-~—
date a total of three (3) participants have graduated from the program.
The Barbara B. Hill Fun (d) continues to be available for children who are less fortunate to experience fun
activities. During the past year the fund has given scholarships to many children throughout the County. Anyone
wishing to make a donation can do so through the Commissioners’ Office.

We, as County Commissioners, are pleased with the progress that has been made at the County this year and we
look forward to the many accomplishments that are to come. Our mission and focus is to continue to provide good
quality service to the residents of Grafton County while maintaining a stable tax rate.

The Grafton County Commissioners hold regular weekly meetings on Tuesday’s at 9:00 AM, at the County
Administrative Building at 3855 Dartmouth College Highway in North Haverhill, with periodic tours of the
Nursing Home, Department of Corrections, County Farm and Courthouse. The Commissioners also attend monthly
meetings of the Grafton County Executive Committee. All meetings are public. Please call the Commissioners’
Office to confirm date, time and schedule. For further information and links to other departments please visit our
website at www.graftoncounty.nh.us.
In closing, the Commissioners continue to be proud of the accomplishments and successes of County Government.
We realize that these accomplishments would not be possible without the dedication and hard work of our four
hundred twenty five (425) employees and the countless number of volunteers. We would like to recognize and
thank all of our employees and the many volunteers that do such a fantastic job.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael J. Cryans, Chair (District1)
Martha B. Richards, Vice-Chair (District 3)
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk (District 2)
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Alexandria Local Directory
Selectmen’s Office

Alexandria Police Department

47 Washburn Road

47 Washburn Road

744-3220 - fax 744-9461

Emergency 744-6650

alexandrianh@metrocast.net

Business 744:6651

Monday-Friday - 8 a.m.—4 p.m.

Chief: Donald Sullivan

Selectmen's Meeting: Tuesday at 6 p.m.

Town Clerk/Tax Collector
47 Washburn Road

New Hampshire State Police
1-800-852-3411

744-3288 - fax 744-8577
alextctxcoll@metrocast.net

Monday - 9 a.m.—4 p.m.
Tuesday and Friday - 9 a.m.—4 p.m.
Thursday - 9 a.m.—7 p.m.

Emergency Management
Home 744-8243 - Office: 744-3691

Health Officer
Home 744-8243 - Office 744-3691

Planning Board
744-8986
Meetings: 3rd Wednesday at 6 p.m., Dec-Feb

Supervisors of Checklist
744-3691

7 p.m., Mar-Nov

Office Hours:
Ist and 3rd Tuesday - 9:30—11:30 a.m.

Forest Fire Warden/Fire Permits

744-5024

Alexandria Highway Department
72 Mundy Road

744-6516
Road Agent: Jeff Cantara

Grafton County Sheriff
1-800-564-6911

Transfer Station
29 Smith River Road

Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center

744-6810

650-5000

Mon.

8 a.m.—Noon

Weds. 11:30-7:30

Sat. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Lakes Region General Hospital, Laconia
524-3211

Lakes Region General Hospital, Franklin
Alexandria Volunteer Fire Department
744-3165 - Emergency: Dial 91 1
Dennis Manchester, Chief

934-2060

Speare Memorial Hospital, Plymouth
536-1120
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